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PREFACE

...................................................................................................
The significance of the title of this monograph will be
apparent to friends and colleagues of Iris M. Owen and
A.R.G. Owen--hereinafter Iris and George. Everyone
who knows them also knows all about Conjuring Up
Philip. The book Iris wrote with Sue Sparrow describes
in a lively fashion their "adventure in psychokinesis." In
its pages she recounts how a group of people conjured
up the "spirit" of Philip of Diddington Manor. In a very
real sense the present monograph conjures up the spirit
of this delightful couple. It celebrates their lives and
ongoing achievements.
The notion of preparing a monograph of tributes to
the Owens came to me while I was preparing a somewhat different monograph on the life and writings of
James Webb, the "historian of ideas" and the author of
the two-volume set The Occult Underground and The
Occult Establishment as well as Tlze Hannonious Circle.
Webb died young, while in his thirties, and with some
exceptions, only sketchy accounts of his life and work
have appeared in print. To learn more abut the man
one must chat with family, friends, and acquaintances.
So it occurred to me that one way to understand Webb
was to solicit personal impressions and combine them
with a brief biography and a full bibliography and make
this information available in an organized manner and
an accessible fashion. Hence the monograph that
doubles as a tribute.
Inaccessibility has not been a problem with the
Owens. With their son Robin, they have lived in Canada
si nee 1960. After bu~y years of professional achievement, they are enjoying their retirement years,
seemingly as busy with worthwile projects as ever.
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Their presence in Toronto meant a great deal to
many people, including the present writer. When the
Owens moved from Cambridge to Toronto, I experienced a sense of gain. When they moved from Toronto
to Calgary, I registered a sense of loss. I am not the only
person to benefit from their friendship during the
Toronto years.
Let me give one instance of what I personally
gained. One of George's lesser-known activities was
writing and producing a series of monographs on
paranormal subjects called the New Horizons Papers. I
managed to acquire a set of these monographs from
George by an act of subterfuge. The subterfuge was that
I would donate the set, on his behalf, to a specialized
reference library in Toronto, where the volumes would
he catalogued and made available to researchers. I
arranged this, of course, hut not before I had the
opportunity to read each of the monographs from celluloid cover to celluloid cover. These monographs
directly inspired, in form if not in content, the
QuasiBooks that hear the imprint of Colombo &
Company. The present volume is a QuasiBook so it is
appropriate it should recall its origin in the New
Horizons Papers.
I benefitted in another way. I found the Owens to
he a link, tenuous yet tenacious, with venerable but faraway institutions like the Society for Psychical
Research, London, and the active group of scientific
researchers at Trinity College, Cambridge. George (in
the guise of A.R.G. Owen) was a lecturer at Trinity
before he immigrated to Canada. He later occupied
comparable academic positions at the University of
Toronto in the Department of Mathematics and the
Department of Preventive Medicine.
Not to he overlooked or underplayed is the fact that
Iris and George have thrown some wonderful Christmas
parties, initially in their grand home in Rosedale and
subsequently in their small but elegant apartment over-
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looking Bay Street. From year to year no one knew who
would number among their guests. George would
officiate in his bright red jacket, so like a little Santa
Claus or a wry Bell Captain (I could never decide
which!); Iris would glow in her shiny bright chiffon gown
and smile (as radiantly as the Queen Mother!).
But enough of my reminiscences ....
With the approval of Iris and George, I wrote to a
number of their friends and colleagues and asked them
to contribute words of "reminiscence" for this publication. I imposed no format or content restrictions.
these reminiscences arrived by mail, email, fax, and
phone call. Again with Iris and George's help, I was
able to add a fair amount of bio-bibliographical
information about their work.
The reader might wonder why Conjuring up the
Owens is being issued at the present time. There is no
special reason why it is appearing in January 1999,
although as Iris remarked to me when I commenced my
work, the year 1999 marks two birthdays--George's
eightieth and Iris's eighty-third--and next year, A.D.
2000, will mark the thirtieth anniversary of the Owens's
arrival in Canada. I think these are reasons enough to
warrant this "friend-schrift" (if I may coin a word based
on the scholarly Festschrift). I see the present work as a
fest (or feast or fete) composed of the impressions of
friends.
I subscribe to the observation of Michel de
Montaigne: "A strong imagination creates the event, say
the scholars."
I also subscribe to the observation of Iris and
George: "Parapsychology is people."

l. REMINISCENCES

"Reminiscences" is the term I use for these contributions, but other words are equally appropriate ... such
words as accolades, applause, commendations, compliments, keepsakes, mementos, plaudits, praises,
e ncom iu ms, raves, recollections, remembrances,
souvenirs, trihutes ... or simply "happy memories."
The invitations to contribute were posted by firstclass mail to friends and colleagues on the same day
from the same postal station in Toronto. Contributors
were asked to reply by regular mail, fax, or email.
Eventually all three modes of communication were
used. I am reproducing all the responses that [ received
in the order in which they were received. I wondered
who would be the first person to respond to the invitation. Appropriately, perhaps, the first person to respond
was Uri Geller. His "reminiscence" came by fax.
Perhaps he received his invitation to contribute not via
the Royal Mail but by "telepost"!
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From the Uepth of My Heart

I have known Iris and George for almost thirty years. I
sincerely wish that there would be more people like
them on this planet. Then we would surely have a better
world. I wish them love, health and happiness from the
depth of my heart.
Uri Geller, psychic
Sonning Court, Berkshire, England

Someone I Can Ask

I am Peggy Specht: a sculptor-designer, I invented
SCORAFORM, which is described and illustrated in my
as yet unpublished book The Shonn: How Shape Makes
Fomz. I have studied and written about dreams and am
a specialist in Synergic Geometry, having created
innumerable models in this fascinating discipline.
I learned of Iris Owen when she was interviewed on
TV back in the summer of '75. I've forgotten the actual
topic--Premonitions?--but she seemed from her remarks
to be a very open-minded person. At that time, my
husband and I were being challenged by the startling
metal-bending exploits of our teen-age son Andrew.
"Hey!" I thought, "here's someone I can ask about this."
So I telephoned Iris and we arranged our son's bent
spoons and keys, whereat Joel Whitton off-handedly
remarked, "Oh, everyone bends keys." This flabbergasted (offended?) Henry. George and Iris were very
courteous and friendly, George lending Andrew his
copy of Matthew Manning's hook on metal-bending.
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During his reading of this book he accidentally(?)
ripped one of the pages which pictured some artistic
metal-bending. As he'd had some success in restraightening his own metal-bending, I naively suggested
he try "repairing" the rip. I found later that he'd simply
scotch-taped it! During a further meeting Andrew and I
had with Iris, we went to their washroom where he painfully bumped his elbow, causing the paper-dispenser to
fly off the wall. Later, Iris severely reprimanded him for
some rude remark he made to her. Andrew will probably never forget this event. I've always felt deep
gratitude for Iris and George's support during a difficult
period in our life.
I recall Iris's delight when after years of hearing
others' psychic experiences, she had her own disappearance of a favourite cooking pot. She did try
blaming George for it--but fortunately he wasn't guilty!
The many friendly gatherings of the TSPR and later gettogethers at the Owens' Bay Street apartment remain
warm memories.
Thanks for the opportunity to share in this.
Peggy Specht, sculptor-designer
Lake Shore Boulevard West, Toronto

The Spirit of Borley
Iris Owen interviewed my mother Marianne Foyster in
1977 on condition that I not be told the details. My
mother wanted to protect me from all the harsh
publicity she had endured over the decades because of
her association with Borley Rectory, the most haunted
house in England. My mother had lived in that
infamous rectory for five years. Some of the curious
people who came looking for us--like Trevor Hall--were
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ruthless. We even had a private detective show up at
our door.
Iris told me she "felt that history at least owed
[Marianne] a chance to tell her side of the story.
Nobody had ever asked her what it was all about, and I
felt a good deal of sympathy for her and the way she
had been portrayed."
Iris explained, "We finally persuaded her to tell us
her version of the events on conditions--the first and
foremost was that we would never try and contact you,
and would do everything to prevent you from knowing
that she had been part of this story. She had a very great
love for you, and she didn't want you to be involved or
told anything. We had to promise this before she would
speak. We also had to promise that we would not
publish anything until she had died."
Iris agreed to my mother's conditions, and for
almost twenty years Iris sat on the story, keeping the
promise she made to my mother. The limited report
that appeared in the Journal of the Society for Psychical
Research in 1979 was the extent of her published
material.
After my mother died in 1992, the curious search
for my identity eventually led me to the truth and to the
Borley Legend. My digging finally led me to Iris Owen,
and we began to communicate via phone and the mails.
The day I received her first letter, I called her
immediately. She sounded so warm and so willing to
help, I could not help but cry. I was overwhelmed by her
kindness and her generosity. The fact that she was very
willing to help created a tremendous feeling of
optimism and excitement.
In the months that followed, Iris Owen became one
of my most ardent supporters and closest of friends. She
poured out her heart to me and went into great detail
about how much my mother loved me and how much
she wanted to protect me from all the anguish she had
gone through. It was exactly what I needed to hear
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during my painful period of mourning. It would seem
that the floodgates had opened, and Iris did whatever
she could to help me. She sent me reams of remembrances, and her complete Borley collection, including
some rare first editions. Although we have never met in
person, we have formed a bond of "family," and I love
her as if we were closely related. George has also
become very dear to me and has always supported his
dear wife. He has also contributed books from his collection to build up mine.
I know that I am not the only recipient of this
couple's generosity and graciousness. Iris has a long
record of caring for people and being involved with
those in need. For over forty years, she was a nurse, a
social research worker, a volunteer, and spent many
years helping unwed mothers. I am sure that they and
hundreds of other people throughout the world have
been made to feel as special as I have been made to
feel. That is the magic of Iris Owen--her loving spirit is
given unselfishly and comes back a thousand-fold.
The world is definitely a better place because God
has blessed us with George and Iris Owen.
Vincent O'Neil, Borley Rectory researcher
Ogden, Utah

Reminiscences
I first met George Owen when I was an undergraduate
in Cambridge university and George returned from
World War II war service. Typically, we met at a literary
group, got into a mild disagreement about the speaker,
and continued our discussion afterwards. Our conversation has gone on, from time to time, ever since.
I knew George when he studied for his Ph.D.,
briefly returned to Bristol University, then became a
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Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge--a prestigious
appointment in Sir Isaac Newton's old college. George
became senior assistant to Professor Ronald Fisher, the
famous statistician and geneticist. I recall being invited
to the Genetics Lab to be given the tour and then
afternoon tea by the mildly eccentric Fisher.
I later learned that George's father, by then dead,
was a sea-captain from a small port in West Wales, of
the generation of the tall ships and the Cape Homers.
I met Iris before she married George, when she was
a senior nurse in Addenhrooke's Hospital, Cambridge.
She later recalled nursing in his last illness one of the
most famous philosophers of the 20th century whom I
admire, a gentle man, Ludwig Wittgenstein.
As George settled into his academic career and
home, I visited him from time to time. Iris, with her
typical energy and commitment to social causes, in addition to her home duties became chairperson of the
governing hoard of a school for delinquent/emotionally
disturbed young people.
When I did not see or hear from him so frequently,
I was not fully aware of George's change of direction in
interest and life until he wrote his book on the
poltergeist and he attended a conference in Swansea,
South Wales, U.K., where I then worked, to debate
parapsychology with a skeptic professor of psychology.
When Iris and George emigrated to Canada to
pursue his new full-time career in parapsychology and
related topics, I thought regretfully that I had said
goodbye. However, a year or two later in 1971, I went
on a month's study leave to Ontario and stayed with
George. I went hack that fall for a sabbatical as visiting
professor in the Ontario Institute of Education, and at
the end of the year remained in Canada. By the kind of
"accident' which is fate, I was introduced hy George to
Vi, later my wife. She had met Iris and George earlier,
was personally interested in ESP, and took part in early
experiments with the Zener cards. Later, Iris and
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George were matron of honour and best man at our
wedding and generous friends then and since. My wife
Vi has her own memories of this long friendship.
I kept in touch with George's work in the various
areas of parapsychology, meeting some of the interesting people such as Matthew Manning whom George
knew and studied. Iris, beside helping George, put her
usual energy and commitment into work with an association which aided pregnant young women who needed
support. She also carried out the group study of psychic
effects which led her to publish Conjuring Up Philip, the
psychokinetic origin of an authentic ghost. During this
time, their son Robin, who had remained in England at
school, joined his family to do his undergraduate and
then doctoral studies in Canada. Iris continued her
social commitment by being appointed a member of the
governing board of the famous Clarke Institute of
Psychiatry. George completed his career by lecturing
part-time on his first love, mathematics/statistics, at the
University of Toronto.
When Iris and George retired, for the second time,
to join their son in Calgary, our farewell dinner was a
bitter-sweet occasion. George is still, in both senses, my
oldest friend.
Griffith & Vi Morgan, friends
Marlborough Road, Guelph, Ont.

Reminiscences

I first met George Owen in the 1960s when we were
guests of the late Eileen Garrett at one of those conferences which she regularly held during the summer in
Europe.
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Later I would meet George at the annual conventions of the Parapsychological Association, one of which
was held in Toronto in 1993. In the mid-1970s, I spent a
semester as a lecturer in the Department of Psychology
at York University, Toronto, and I called on the Owens
at their house in Toronto. It was at that time that
George and Iris had embarked on their memorable
experiments designed to create artificially a poltergeist,
as described in their book Conjuring Up Philip (1976).
But, to my regret, I never managed to sit in at one of
their sessions.
I have in my library George's book Can We Explain
the Poltergeist? ( 1964 ), also his book J.M. Charcot
( 1972). In that book on poltergeists there is a chapter on
"The Sauchie Poltergeist" where the poltergeist focus
was an eleven-year-old girl, Virginia Campbell. As
Sauchie is quite near Edinburgh (where I have lived
since 1963), I arranged to have an interview with the girl
and with Dr. Nisbet who was her G.P. and who had
observed some of her phenomena.
Although our paths have not often crossed, I still
remember the Owens with warmth and affection.
George, as I recall, had a sunny disposition which made
it a pleasure as well as a privilege to know him and they
were a devoted couple.

John BelotT, parapsychologist
University of Edinburgh
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A Poem

From English academic hills
To a bustling Toronto street,
A.R. George and Iris Owen
Comprised a team that was complete.
George is a wise professor,
In math he is quite a yeoman;
And he is one half of the team
Of George and Iris Owen.
Iris has great nursing skills,
And helped the sick and ailing.
She's also one half of the team
That we are all now hailing!
Their group produced a handsome ghost
Who was a comely showman;
But he could not resist the call
Of George and Iris Owen.
They blazed some new horizons,
Gave "pyramid power" a heist,
And recorded raps and noises,
But did without the "geist."
As they approach this milepost year,
In the land of the snow-man,
We hail in one collective voice
Our George and Iris Owen!
Stanley Krippner, psychologist

Saybrook Graduate School, San Francisco,
Board Member, New Horizons Research Institute
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Many Pleasant Memories
I am sure some eyebrows were raised at the Fellows'
dining-table in Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1964,
when their colleague's latest work was published--not
another of his papers in Nature or the Proceedings of the
Royal Society, but a 436-page book entitled Can We
Explain the Poltergeist? It was not what one would
expect from a professor of genetics and mathematics,
yet it could not be denied that he had given his subject
the full academic treatment, with a full review of every
important case on record, numerous references and a
bold attempt to explain--at least in part--a phenomenon
most academics prefer to ignore altogether. It remains
the standard text on poltergeists and is unlikely to be
replaced, although it urgently needs reissuing.
There is nothing of the stuffy academic about
George despite his vast erudition. He can cheerfully collaborate with a newspaper reporter on a book called
Science and the Spook (and then switch straight back to
serious academic mode with a definitive study of hypnotist 1.-M. Charcot). He is quite happy presenting
television programmes with titles like Beyond Belief, and
dashing up to Scotland in pursuit of the Sauchie
poltergeist case of 1960, investigating it more
thoroughly than any journalist would have done and
making sure the general public got to know about it,
both in his book and in a 1965 BBC film. George was
also one of the first to publish a detailed and positive
account of the metal-bending performance by Uri
Geller--something that has led to the ruin of an
academic reputation, but luckily did not seem to affect
him.
In 1976, George began an introduction to what he
described, in his typjcally forthright way, as "one of the
most unusual and interesting books ever printed." Well,
some might think, he would say about a book coauthored by his wife, wouldn't he? To which the answer
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is "Yes, and so he should, because it is." It is certainly
one of the most original and challenging books that I
have ever read. Conjuring Up Philip pointed psychical
research in a new and unexpected direction, and
reminded us of our continuing ignorance of "how the
mental process turns thought into a physical reality," as
Iris puts it. Her psychological insights are as impressive
as her practical, hands-on-table approach to PK
research, and she has a rare gift for asking the right
questions. Sadly, after more than twenty years, few
attempts have been made to answer them.
I have many pleasant memories of Iris and George,
especially those involving delicious lunches in Toronto
and here in London. We may now live 4,000 miles apart,
but are very much still in touch and I hope we remain so
for many years to come. Indeed, the most appropriate
greeting for this occasion must be the traditional Polish
one: "Sto lat,--May you live a hundred years!"
Guy Lyon Playfair, author,
This House Is Haunted and If This Be Magic

Kindness and Hospitality

In the 1960's George provided my introduction to the
world of the paranormal, explaining to me as we ate our
dinner on Trinity High Table some of the phenomena
that didn't fit into a conventional world view. By 1974
he had moved to Toronto, and invited me to attend the
psychokinesis conference held there that year, where
among other things Matthew Manning demonstrated
metal bending, Alex Tanous astral travel (some of us
persuaded him to try to find Fermat's own proof of his
recently confirmed Last Theorem by travelling backwards in time, producing results that were intriguing but
inconclusive), and "Philip" (thanks to Iris) rapped on the
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table in front of me for me personally. I recall George
and Iris's kindness and hospitality on that visit, and
again on a later occasion when I visited with my wife,
and wish them every happiness for the future.
Brian .Josephson, Mind-Matter Unification Project
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge

Memories of George and Iris
My contact with George and Iris has been through our
common interest in psychical research. We became
friends and I remember warmly occasions long ago
when they and their son visited me at home.
When George was a Fellow at Trinity College,
Cambridge, he took on the task of Secretary to and an
Elector for the Perrott- Warrick Studentships. These
were grants from a fund left to the College for the
promotion of research into the paranormal, with special
reference to human survival of death. The fund was
modest at first, but as there were years when the income
was under-spent and the capital was well managed by
Trinity, it has now become the major source of grants
for psychical research projects in the U.K. The Secretary had the task of advertising the grants, organising
the selection process, keeping the minutes and ensuring
feedback from grant holders on their activities. This he
did meticulously, though not always to the complete
satisfaction of the very exacting Chairman at the time,
the eminent philosopher, Professor C. D. Broad, who
took a very close interest in the operations and in their
conformity to the Ordinances, of which I am sure he
had been the chief author. We used to meet in his
rooms, the same rooms in Trinity near the entrance gate
that had once been occupied by Sir Isaac Newton. As a
newcomer I was suitably awe-struck.
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Soon after I came to work in Cambridge I was
made an Elector and, when George and Iris moved to
Canada, it was with some trepidation that I took over
the task of Perrott-Warrick Secretary. Not long after,
Broad was sadly found dead in his armchair in Trinity. I
continued to act as Secretary for many years during
periods when my fellow Electors did not always take the
same amount of interest as had C.D. Broad. Happily,
with a new Secretary, Professor Bernard Carr, and an
efficient Electoral group, George will be pleased to
know that the system is flourishing and presently supports three senior researchers and their teams working
in different universities, which is far more than was possible in those early days.
On his departure George passed on to me another
task, the investigation of Matthew Manning, a local
schoolboy who was the centre of poltergeist activity. In
this matter I was much less successful. Matthew was
living with his parents in a period house in Linton, Cambridgeshire, where the walls became covered with
ghostly inscriptions, apparently when nobody was
around to have written them by normal means. I visited
the scene several times, but not when anything unusual
was happening. I tried, but failed, to persuade Matthew
to attempt some ESP tests. He seemed more interested
in automatic writings and drawings. He produced some
drawings in the style of Durer as well as some Arabic
script. I showed these to experts and got back the
opinion that the former showed good draughtsmanship,
hut were not exceptional, and that the latter read
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. To my subsequent regret I
failed to interest Matthew in further investigation and
let the matter drop. He went on to become well known
as a medium and only less famous than Uri Geller as a
paranormal metal bender. He is now, I believe, just as
well known as a psychic healer.
It was a great pleasure to me in later years, when I
had occasion to visit Toronto, to see George and Iris
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again, to enjoy their splendid hospitality and to find we
had mutual friends locally. I was able to see keys
Matthew Manning had bent when he visited Toronto
and convinced George of his paranormal powers. That
made me ponder on how I had missed out on the
opportunity to investigate a remarkable subject.
Donald J. West, Professor, Cambridge
President, Society for Psychical Research

Wonderful Memories

I am an industrial safety professional and it was in this
capacity that I was employed by a government agency
for many years. I am now retired but maintain involvement in a private capacity.
The wonderful memories I have of Iris and George
and my involvement with the TSPR are too many to
condense but I will attempt to highlight the most
memorable.
My involvement with the TSPR was somewhat
accidental. A colleague of mine, Frank Hogg, was a
member and we would have many conversations on
psychical phenomena. He suggested that he should
introduce me to Iris and George Owen of the TSPR.
I remember my introduction to Iris. I told her that
my contribution was very limited. I could offer no experience or known psychic ability.
Iris and George welcomed me and I decided to sit,
watch, and listen for a period of time before I became
involved in any project. I asked a lot of rather odd or
dumb questions but they always had answers mixed with
. a high degree of patience and tolerance. Bless them.
My fondest memories are those in which I was
involved in the "Lilith" group (an attempt to duplicate
the "Philip" group's achievements) and the "electronic
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voice phenomena." The latter remains clearly in my
mind because of a dedicated group who met every ·
Monday night for two years and our close association
with George and Iris in the experiment.
The voice group worked with the Philip group for a
period of time and we found that most exciting. I recall
that Iris would never let us stray too far from our objective. If the crowd became too boisterous Iris would look
at me and say, "All right, Frank, let's behave ourselves
and carry on. Now where were we?" It worked. We
immediately became task-oriented once more.
All in all it was a very fulfilling time mixed with
serious research and wonderful fellowship. It was a sad
day when the TSPR closed its doors but I am richer for
the years of association with Iris and George and I love
them dearly.
Frank J, Riley, TSPR member
Industrial Safety Specialist

Psychics, Seers and Searchers
These words come to mind on reflection of a long
friendship with Iris and George and son Robin. Soon
after obtaining a faculty position and a residence in
Toronto, there was established the New Horizons
Research Foundation, Dr. A.R.G. Owen, Director,
under the patronage of Donald Webster (who died,
Dec. 1997), capital investor. Following a brief spate of
publicity and within a short span of time, there was form
the Toronto Society for Psychical Research, wherein I
became an active member and enjoyed an ongoing
friendship with the Owens.
In 1971 a standing committee of the TSPR was
formed to research and investigate UFOs and related
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disciplines. Iris and George presented a paper on this
subject at the UFO Symposium, Toronto, 1982.
One of the more interesting publications of this
Foundation was "Anomalistics," a New Horizons
monograph.
I recall many occasions the formal and the more
casual gatherings at the Owens' home where keybending, psychic searches and serious dialogue would
be taking place in the corners, stairways, upper rooms
and, weather permitting, the garden.
I recall a discussion with George. Prior to their
move to an apartment. I volunteered to check his
beloved automobile, a Rover, and give it a good run on
the 401 highway. I drove the car to my home to check
all fluid levels prior to the 401 test.
The engine ran smoothly, electrics functioned
normally. Fluid levels fine except I couldn't locate the
battery. Not under the hood, not under the floor mats-front or rear--nor under the seats. I conceded defeat
and called George to the phone to explain my dilemma.
He laughed and with a lilt to his voice he said, "In the
boot, my lad, in the boot!"
To the Owens, a kind, charismatic couple, many
warm blessings.
Henry McKay, friend
UFO specialist

Reminiscence of Acquaintance
My acquaintance with Iris and George began when I
was teaching a course which dealt with the supernatural
in literature, particularly in Shakespeare and the
Romantics. As I was unable to find a suitable text, I
determined to write one myself, and consulted the
Owens on the subject. I then joined the Society for
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Psychical Research, wrote an article for their journal,
New Horizons, followed their experiments, and read
their work. I was particularly impressed with George's
Can We Explain the Poltergeist?, in which he theorized
that poltergeist outbreaks were not caused by supernatural agents (noisy ghosts, literally) but were unconsciously created by an individual, usually but not
invariably a young girl, who is suffering from intolerable
emotional stress: the manifestations are an unconscious
cry for help.
This rational and non-superstitious approach by the
Owens had had a powerful effect in turning the attention of theorists and experimenters from supernatural
interpretations of so-called paranormal events to a
search for rational explanations. The famous "Philip"
experiment was based on the premise that natural
causes could be found for the phenomena occurring in
seances and other "haunting" episodes. While I did not
take part in the original "Philip" experiment, I was
involved in the follow-ups and will never forget the
excitement of actually seeing psychokinetic activity
deliberately created by the group, with no supernatural
agents involved.
My books Understand Ghosts and Give Up the Ghost
developed from the principle of natural causes for these
previously inexplicable phenomena, and the latter book
was dedicated to the Owens. The theory has since been
confirmed by current brain research following the "wave
of discovery" in the Seventies. It is unquestionable that
the Owens have done a great service to the world
through their efforts to bring a rational, scientific
approach to this field, discrediting the irrational and
superstitious attribution of the phenomena to supernatural forces.
Victoria Branden, author

Waterdown, Ont.
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This Remarkable Couple

The first time I met this remarkable couple was through
Dieter, who was my astronomy tutorial teacher at the
time, and who was acquainted with George and Iris.
I arrived at 10 N. Sherbourne St. for my first TSPR
(Toronto Society for Psychical Research) regular
meeting in 1977 with high hopes and a little trepidation
as I was not sure what to expect. I shouldn't have
worried. George and Iris turned out to be most
amicable and the perfect host and hostess and I was
immediately put at ease.
The discussion that night as in many nights and
weekends to follow over the next sixteen years was
intellectually stimulating, educational, and sometimes
openly controversial. In Iris's lively, spirited way she
kept the conversation on track, while George would
provide the scientific background in his best professorial
voice! I was always amazed by their depth of knowledge
in a wide range of subjects--whether it was poltergeists,
UFOs, telepathy, dreams, Forteana, or the social and
political issues of the day. They always kept an open
mind and enjoyed a love of learning.
Perhaps what I will remember best were the weekly
visits where George and Iris and a group of interested
people like myself got together to try to recreate their
most successful experiment in psychokinesis known as
"Philip." With much fun and merriment, mixed with a
little nervous anticipation, we created a scoundrel of a
character whom we called "Jake the Rake." Iris, with
that mischievous glint in her eye, was just as bad as the
rest of us at suggesting an outrageous life history for
him while George smiled encouragingly. Though "Jake"
never manifested "himself' as openly and energetically
as "Philip," we did manage, to our surprise, some small
raps. As memhers of the group got to know each other
better, a couple of us at least began to share dreams!
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On one occasion the group decided to meet for
dinner at a local restaurant well-known for its ghosts.
Unfortunately, it was completely hooked and we found
ourselves in another nearby, old house converted into a
restaurant. When the staff learned of our interest in
ghosts they not only related tales of their own restless
spirit, hut also treated us to a tour of the top floors and
attic where the supposed spook hung out! George and
Iris, ever game, made their way to the top through
narrow stairways, stepping over debris, asking questions
and commenting all the while!
Christmas was always a special gathering at the
Owen's place with Iris's famous trifle and George
looking dashing in his red jacket as he served drinks.
The house was always filled as their magnetic personalities drew many interesting people to them--people
from all walks of life--wealthy and poor, famous and
ordinary, young and old, scientist and lay person alike,
were all welcome to share their stories and join in the
discussions.
Their concern and empathy for those in need or distress was evident. I remember once when I was sick that
Iris volunteered to come and care for me! I often
thought of them as parents and it was an especial
honour to he asked to present the gift to them at their
retirement party in 1994.
I will always be grateful that in this enormous
universe with its myriad of possibilities I was brought
together with George and Iris!
Carolyn Johnson, friend
Librarian, Toronto Public Library
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Warmth and Vision

When we think about George and Iris, a number of
themes "pop" into my mind. Dianne and I were very
fortunate to share in their gracious hosting of Saturday
afternoon meetings in which various speakers dealt with
fascinating topics in an atmosphere of convivial and
intellectual exchanges along with delightful refreshments. Together, Iris and George were a special "team"
who led these events with distinction and social flair.
They also demonstrated an exceptional openness to new
ideas along with a devotion to scientific rigour and
scholarship.
In time as they reorganized the main parapsychology library, valuable books were generously given to
friends including ourselves. We benefited a lot from
reading these unexpected gifts. We also were grateful
for the gift of a rare De La Warr radionics device which
we made available to those in the National Research
Council project at the University of Guelph.
In response to their many years of dedicated leadership of psi research in Toronto, friends and colleagues
staged a special evening to honour the Owens at the
University of Toronto Faculty Club. I felt honoured to
be invited to say a few words of appreciation for the terrific contribution they have made to parapsychology
over the years. It was a memorable evening, savoured by
friends and colleagues alike. George and Iris's devoted
and masterful leadership has been sadly missed since.
Several years ago at the Annual Meeting of the
American Parapsychology Association in Toronto,
George was honoured by being invited to give a special
lecture on his understanding and appreciation of the
expanding field of parapsychological research. We were
present as George shared his profound insights and personal experiences with warmth and vision.
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It's our belief that perhaps the most significant contribution made by George and Iris in psi research was
the "Philip" experiment. It has been repeated several
times which in itself is a remarkable achievement. The
book and the video tape of this work are enduring documents. Some years ago, most of the members of the
"Philip" circle gathered together at the Rosedale centre,
reminiscing and then made themselves available for
questions and discussion. This in itself was a most valuable experience. What struck me first was that there had
been a considerable number of preparatory weekly
meetings, building up the integration of the circle and
leading to the actual creation of the "'Philip' spirit."
There was a successful emergence of raps and later
levitation phenomena. It was a big achievement to
maintain the dynamic, integration and interest of the
group's members over a considerable period of time,
attending the meetings faithfully and developing a
strong sense of common purpose and mutual support. In
seeking to understand the process, I questioned the
participants, and uncovered the significance of factors
making for the emergence of strong shared feelings of
rapport. It was noted as participants thought back to the
events that if one or more came to the meeting feeling
either quite tired, stressed out, or with a cold, etc., little
or no phenomena occurred that time. Hence it seems
that successful creation of pk events depended to some
extent at least on the maximizing of life energy flow
among the circle's members. I felt then that continuing
successful research on these kinds of subtle life energy
issues would be very useful.
These issues are, of course, not new to George and
Iris. For their path-breaking work in their journal and in
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the "Philip" experiment and for their gracious personalities, we are heavily .indebted. It is delightful also
to he provided with this opportunity by John Colombo.
Dianne & W.E. (Ted) Mann, friends
Educator and sociologist, York University

Memories, So Many, So Wonderful
I have known Iris and George since 1972. That spring I
remember Iris being so very helpful to my request for
leads and in lending a stranger materials to assist with a
university term paper.
I'll never forget the first meeting I attended in their
home--a beautiful late summer evening in midSeptember that year, of the UFO study group which was
part of the TSPR. The first of so many meetings in the
spacious living room of their stately home across the
bridge.
No. 10 North Sherbourne will always mean so
much, so many warm memories. It was so open to
friends. (By contrast, in a recent late fall walk through
that splendid neighbourhood, I thought of this when
seeing the big fence there now.)
George and Iris were so generous with their time-all those evenings set aside in their home for serious
discussions on ghosts, reincarnation, etc.
Though not involved in the "Philip" group, I know
that Iris and George devoted so much to it. The whole
endeavour was well written up in the paperback Iris
mainly wrote, and I've occasionally thought that the
experiment's significance was insufficiently recognized
even in the general community of sombre students of
psychic phenomena.
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More memories: the TSPR annual meetings during
the autumn splendor in October in the '70s at the
nearby Anglican, then United Church halls on Bloor St.
Iris was so giving of her energy and time in the
I au nch of the UFO Research Centre: Ontario
(UFORCO) in early 1976. And George so ably facilitated the organizational meeting on that cold clear February evening with the largest amount of snow
accumulation I've ever seen in Toronto. Little did we
know that co-incidental with this initiative there would
be a big UFO "flap" that kept the phone ringing and
ringing with calls of sightings. Iris was surely so much
busier than in her wildest dreams (nightmares) for the
Centre, yet she diligently wrote up the reports for our
discussion and possible investigation.
And such hospitable people. Those annual
Christmas parties were so wonderful, likewise the
summer barbecues. And too at the monthly meetings of
a few of us at their apartment on Bay St. in the late '80s
and early '90s.
Memories, so many, so wonderful. We can never
thank Iris and George enough. A real pleasure to know
you.
Michael Sinclair, friend
UFO Research Centre: Ontario (UFORCO)
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A Letter of Appreciation
December 17, 1998
Dear Iris and George:

Yesterday is already a dream and Tomorrow is only a
vision hut Today, well lived, makes every Yesterday a
dream of happiness and every Tomorrow a vision of
hope. Look, therefore, for this day, for it is life, tlze
very li(e of life. (From the Sanskrit)
It was a long time ago I met with Iris and George. I
believe it was around 1972 or 1973 at 10 Sherbourne
Ave. I don't remember who or what led me to your
home, but I found Iris and George made me welcome
and introduced me to many of their friends. I had lost
my husband not long before, so I was alone and had to
deal with my problems and grieving on my own. You
gave me a warm corner and friendship.
I also had a wonderful opportunity to study and
work with you on psychical research. I had worked on
this since my young days and here I was able to talk
freely and work seriously on this with many people and,
as you know, many questions brought many more questions.
I will always be grateful for your friendship and for
those years when you were part of the Board of Ashby
House. The Board work, your great understanding of
the needs of my Head-Injured Patients, were wonderful.
I thank you for this.
You were part of my Yesterday and I want to thank
you and hope that you remain a friend as part of my
Tomorrow.
Love,
Mira Ashby, social worker
Founder of Ashby House Development
for Head-Injured Patients
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Elegant Afternoons
Those were elegant afternoons. Iris and George would
stride their island boardwalk; then we would lunch on
the verandah. A sociable afternoon of lawn bowling followed. When George found he had talent for the game,
we all became competitive. When they moved to
Calgary, there they even donated a lawn bowling trophy.
Wherever they lived, Iris and George hosted multitudinous gatherings where conversation ranged from
music to mathematics to the mysteries.

Ann Patterson, "a Toronto friend
with a greedy appetite for the Owen's point of view"

Two Wonderful People
Of all the individuals I've known over the years, George
and Iris Owen are certainly two of the most remarkable.
I first met these two wonderful people in the mid-1970s
when I joined the Toronto Society for Psychical
Research (TSPR), an organization which they had
created a number of years earlier.
The primary objective of the TSPR, throughout the
years it existed, was to acquire evidence and
understanding of the strange unexplained phenomena
that fall within the realm of parapsychology, and to do it
in as rational and scientific a manner as possible.
Although my participation in the "society's" experimental projects was sporadic, I regularly attended the
group discussions, which were usually led by either
George or Iris. Through their charm, keen intellects,
and good humour, they created an atmosphere of
shared enthusiasm and mutual respect that nurtured
spontaneous discussion and the free flow of ideas. It was
this special atmosphere which made "the evenings at the
Owens" so very rewarding and pleasurable.
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Although the membership included many outstanding individuals who made valuable contributions, Iris
and George were unquestionably the driving force
within the TSPR. Without them, it would not have come
into existence, nor would it have flourished in the
remarkable and unique way in which it did. I feel
privileged to have been a member of the "society" and
to have known and been a friend of its two guiding stars.
Ralph Jessup, friend,
Environmental research, prediction, and management

Friendship and Stimulating Views
Shortly after I arrived at Trinity College, Cambridge, in
1937, another student approached me and asked, "Are
you Ounsted?" I wasn't, but this was the beginning of a
long and close friendship between myself and George
Owen. I studied eventually for a Physics degree, but
took Part I in Mathematics. George was a mathematics
scholar, so he went straight into Part 2 of the Mathematics Tripos, which seemed to me to be very advanced
and a little beyond my full comprehension. During our
three years as undergraduates, I learned from George
about philosophy and some mathematics, while he
claims to have learned something from me about literature and art. Certainly our common interests were not
narrowly scientific. I remember that George went to
some group discussions with Wittgenstein who lived just
above me in college rooms. We also went to hear Dr.
Thouless talking about ESP and particularly transatlantic telepathy experiments carried out by Dr. Rhine
of South Carol ina and himself.
Among our friends were Michael Orrom, a fine
documentary film-maker, whose Cambridge film Fragment of" Memory included early records of the young
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Raymond Williams and Eric Hobsbawm. Another
friend was Alex Stokes, who later worked with Wilkins
on the problem of DNA structure.
We were lucky that our university studies were not
cut short by the war, though we all went down hurriedly
in the summer of 1940. By the end of that year, I began
working on radar for the Royal Naval Scientific Service.
I was living in Portsmouth, not far from my home area,
the Isle of Wight. I went home one weekend in 1941 and
returned to find that my lodgings had been bombed.
The Admiralty then moved me out to the countryside
near Chichester to work with a pioneer of radio, Prof.
E.B. Moullin. Later I moved to a new position just up
the road at Funtington where George was already well
established in radar research work.
In Chichester we met often and had many activities
in common. We were what would probably now be
called "student radicals"--not perhaps a very difficult
thing to be during the anti-Fascist war, when everyone
was "against sin"! We both moved in 1942 to a new
Admiralty radar establishment, ASRE, at Witley, in
Surrey, where we shared an office and later worked on
aerial systems under the guidance of a German-Jewish
refugee, Dr. Otto Bohm, who had once been the
research head at Telefunken. At the Radiolocation
Convention, organized by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers in London at the end of the war, George and
I presented some joint papers on radar aerials.
Later George returned to Trinity College and subsequently became a Fellow. He worked with Prof. R.A.
Fisher on mathematical studies in genetics. It was, I
think, at this period that his great interest in psychic
phenomena first became really apparent, notably in
connection with the so-called "most haunted house in
England," Borley Rectory. I like sometimes to think that
an early literary discovery of mine may also have
pointed him in that direction--a wonderful, mystical
short story by Mary Butts that began, "Paris is not a safe
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city. It is never supposed to he, hut so often for the
wrong reasons .... "
We did not meet so often after this. George met
and married Iris and later I married in 1960. George
and I attended the Trinity College Annual Gathering
dinner. No ladies were invited in those days, so Iris and
Davina dined out together. We were delighted to know
Iris, a lovely lady and a strong personality. In 1975, my
work for the International Association of Lighthouse
Authorities took me to an international conference in
Ottawa. Iris and George were kind enough to invite
Davina and myself to travel on to Toronto after the conference and to stay with them. They were splendid and
generous hosts, and we enjoyed various car excursions
including a delightful stay in the Sheraton Hotel on the
Canadian side of Niagara Falls. Sadly, this was the last
time that we met together. George and I have since
kept up a sporadic correspondence on many subjects,
including Canadian politics, parapsychology and even
the Admiralty Semaphore Towers of Southern England.
I have greatly valued the friendship and stimulating
views of George Owen and the warm and kindly
hospitality of Iris and George. Davina and I very much
hope that we may yet meet them again to recall the
events of our earlier years.
L.G. Reynolds, colleague,
Formerly, Corporation of Trinity House, London

Love and Admiration
"Love at first sight" doesn't explain the joyous feeling
that enveloped me when I first encountered George and
Iris Owen. Thirty (or so) years later, I am still warmed
by and rewarded with their friendship. The fact that
large numbers of people, with whom I have little in
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common, share this love of the Owens remains an
enigma which I have no wish to unravel.
Donald West, a forensic psychiatrist and a professor
of Criminology at Cambridge, had worked with George
and Iris. They were active members of the Society for
Psychical Research. Believing that we might have something in common, Donald invited me to dinner to meet
the Owens. At that time George and Iris lived with their
son Robin, now an associate professor at the University
of Calgary, in a most gracious residence at 10 Sherbourne Street North in Toronto. This was the headquarters of the New Horizons Foundation and the
Toronto Society for Psychical Research. With amazing
endurance and bonhommie, George and Iris presided
over seemingly endless programs of meetings, research
seminars, discussion groups, and fabulous parties.
Their Christmas--not xmas!--parties were
memorable. In the English tradition, George and Iris
were perfect hosts. They have a gift of making everyone
welcome, and they knew exactly how to rekindle
languishing conversations and how to calm discussions
which threatened to become indecorous. Between
times, they smiled affectionately at each other across
the crowded rooms.
The large house at 10 Sherbourne was always filled
with an incredible variety of people, including gentle
church ladies and crazy academics who regularly communicated with sapient aliens. My most memorable
conversation was with a smiling Buddhist priest who
lived in the Owens's attic and spoke only a few words of
English. On the same occasion, I found myself nose to
nose with an attractive young woman who complained
loudly and bitterly because it was so difficult, these days,
to engage "a half-decent chauffeur-handyman."
But the most constructive conversations occurred
when Iris and I drove from downtown Toronto to
McMaster University in Hamilton, where I had a small
research unit. At our very first meeting, when Iris
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learned that I was engaged in a series of child abuse
studies, she offered to become a volunteer research
assistant. Apart from her practical experience and
diligence, Iris was a skilled listener with endless
patience and a non-judgmental manner.
These rare qualities made Iris an indispensable
research colleague. For instance, she invariably succeeded in securing the co-operation of emergency room
staff in testing my HAIS (home accidents and injuries
study) checklist. This difficult assignment involved
observing crisis-oriented nurses and physicians
determining if the injuries suffered by a child could
have been caused by abuse and/ or neglect. Years later,
at a child abuse conference, I met an emergency room
nurse from Wellesley Hospital who asked to be remembered to Mrs. Owen. She said that my research was only
tolerated because Iris's calm and pleasant manner
brought out the best in an otherwise truculent bunch of
medical students and interns.
How she fitted this research into her busy life is a
mystery. But Iris was also involved in my study of blind
and visually impaired Canadians. In the course of this
work, I met several very bright young women who were
institutionalized because they were considered mentally
retarded. Melody, for example, a cheerful young
woman, had been blind since birth. At an early age, she
was sent to the Hospital School at Smiths Falls, now the
Rideau Regional Centre. Apart from her optimism, I
was attracted to Melody by her astonishing mobility
skills. She was one of the rare people who could literally
"see" with her face.
Fortunately, it was not difficult to persuade Smiths
Falls to release Melody and the rehabilitation staff at
the Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB) in
Toronto to accept her for training. I had the pleasure of
attending Melody's twenty-first birthday party
celebrated at the CNIB residence. Melody cooked and
served the meal and I provided the wine. Iris's invalu-
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able contribution was to hone Melody's social skills. She
did so by taking Melody home for weekend visits and
treating her as a daughter. Under Iris's supervision,
George and Robin (then little more than a teenager)
were recruited to help Melody to begin a new life in
Hamilton.
In addition to supporting Iris's work, George, a
sophisticated mathematician, was our resident expert in
methodology. He was also a superb logician and
"number cruncher." But even more important was his
uncanny ability to produce, from his vast reading, rare
but significant references to literature bearing on our
research.
George and Iris continue to he a great team.
Although confined to the intellectual Bad Lands of
Alberta, they remain (George and Iris, Iris and George)
a radiant source of inspiration and love for me and for
many more kindred spirits.
Cyril Greenland, friend
Professor Emeritus, McMaster University

What I Learned Most

My name is Michael Persinger. I am a Professor
Neuroscience and Psychology at Laurentian University.
I remember the warm personal atmosphere and the
academic excitement that coexisted in George and Iris's
home in Toronto when I visited them several times
almost twenty years ago. The conferences they
sponsored were characterized by a friendly convergence
of traditional science and probationary parapsychology.
Perhaps what I learned most from Iris and George was
their philosophy of open mindedness to different

approaches and their encouragement of the careful
pursuit of any idea.
M.A. Persinger, Ph.D., C.Psych.
Full Professor, Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ont.

Poltergeistery and the Owens
The first time I met George Owen was at the high table
in the dining room of Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he had invited me for lunch. It was the summer
of 1964, and I was in England for the convention of the
Parapsychological Association, which was at Oxford that
year. George was teaching mathematics and genetics,
but the topic of our conversation was rather different,
the reality and meaning of poltergeist phenomena.
A few years before George had gone to Scotland to
investigate a remarkable case that revolved around an
eleven-year-old girl in the village of Sauchie. The child's
teacher, the family physician, and the minister of
Sauchie were interviewed by George and told of hearing
loud thumps and seeing movements of furniture near
the girl but away from where she could reach. She was
going through emotional turmoil and George thought
the phenomena were brought on by the tension. When
they ceased, the girl who had been withdrawn and
subject to dissociated states are more outgoing and less
tense.
When we met, George had just finished his seminal
work, Can We Explain the Poltergeist? Sauchie was the
centre piece. The book was brought out later that year
by Garrett Publications. Eileen Garrett, now deceased,
wasthe President of the Parapsychology Foundation,
and supported the work hy George and myself as well as
many others in the field.
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Following different trails, George and I have been
lead to the same conclusions: poltergeistery (his colourful term) is an expression of inner tension in the persons
at the centre of the turmoil. What the mechanism is for
transforming psychological tension to the physical
energy displayed by the percussive sounds and moving
objects remains to be resolved.
In any case it seems clear that poltergeistery is a
manifestation of corporeal rather than incorporeal
spirits, in other words of psychokinesis, the capacity of
individuals to affect material objects without tangible
contact. Describing the poltergeist in terms of
psychokinesis is a way of saying that the creature
belongs to a larger species. The most celebrated
member of the group is "Philip," the ghost created by
Iris Owen and seven other members of the Toronto
Society for Psychical Research.
The "Philip" phenomena were not the dry deviations from chance seen in the common run of PK tests
but lively poltergeistery, such as loud thumps,
spontaneous fickerings of light bulbs and violent movments of a table. Nevertheless many of the incidents
occurred under conditions where ordinary explanations
could be ruled out; to judge by "Philip" the poltergeist
can be domesticated.
The "Philip" case stands out also because there is no
"PK agent," at least not in the usual sense of the word.
Rather the group as a whole played this role. In Conjuring up Philip, which Iris wrote with M. Sparrow, the
main ingredients were "complete rapport" within the
group and "subconscious stress." Unlike the typical
poltergeist, there was not enough tension within the
individual group members to produce phenomena, but
when four or more were together they could subconsciously share each other's stress and then release it
through the physical phenomena. This would he consistent with George's proposal that poltergeistery is a
cure rather than a disease. From this perspective,
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poltergeist phenomena are to he encouraged rather
than avoided if stress has built up within a family or
group.
Iris and Sparrow's recipe for poltergeist has another
ingredient. They discovered that physical phenomena
requires an active mind-set. Philip, they found, could he
evoked by singing, jokes, and light conversation. A
meditative, calm mind may facilitate ESP but PK, at
least of the poltergeist variety, may thrive better in a
livelier atmosphere.
In 19H8, the Parapsychology Foundation held a conference in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, on the topic, Psi
Research Methodology: A Re-Examination. In her
introduction, Lisette Coly, Vice-President of the PF,
recalled a conference twenty years before that had been
convened on the same theme by her grandmother,
Eileen Garrett. The meeting was in France and George
Owen was a participant. (I was at the second meeting,
not the first.) Ms. Coly quoted a statement by George,
"Methodology can be thought of in a restricted sense as
a theory of experimental design or more broadly in
terms of imaginative avenues of approach." She concluded the conference with an exchange between him
and Jan Ehrenwald from the 1968 meeting. Ehrenwald
had said, "I think the experimental design has to he flexible enough to accommodate different qualities of the
psi function. We must not try to force it into the straitjacket of our preconceived experimental design."
George replied, "I agree heartily with that. We do not
want to he like the man who went to South Africa to
look for gold and when he came back he said it was a
total failure, 'I found very little gold, only a few
diamonds."'
George and Iris Gwen have found some impressive
diamonds. The lode is still there hut there are few
mmers.
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After George and Iris moved to Canada I had the
pleasure of visiting them in their home. We have also
been together at parapsychological meetings, and I
always seek them out. I have rarely met anyone as
gentle and as present as George. He and Iris are a
warm-hearted and hospital couple both in their home
and in giving of their time and attention.
William G. Roll, parapsychologist,

State University of West Georgia

Reminiscences

Sun-drenched, poolside, wet and happy memories of
George and Iris Owen along with their son Robin--a
contemporary of mine--are my earliest recollections of
this extraordinary couple.
It was the late 1960s at a villa owned by my grandmother, Eileen J. Garrett, the founder of Parapsychology Foundation. The villa was just down the road from
the Foundation's then European headquarters Le Piol,
near St. Paul de Vence, in the south of France. Of
course Garrett's association with the Owens predated
mine and was of much more consequence.
Garrett was a staunch supporter of Dr. Owen's
work both within the PF's grant and international conference programs. I well remember sharing afternoon
tea with Eileen Garrett and Ben Webster discussing the
Owens's move from Cambridge to Canada.
Garrett Publications was proud to publish three
works by A.R.G. Owen. Can We Explain the Poltergeist?
appeared in 1964. Science and the Spook was coauthored with Victor Sims and published in 1971. Dr.
Owens's third title was Hysteria, Hypnosis and Healing:
The Work r~f.I.M. Charcot, also published in 1971.
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Dr. Owen dedicated Hysteria, Hypnosis and Healing
to Eileen Garrett "who like Charcot always searched for
tile truth wherever it might be found. May I submit that
the same sentiment stands equally true for George and
Iris Owen!
Lisette Coly, Vice-President,
Parapsychology Foundation

Influenced Me Enormously
There is no doubt that the work of George and Iris
Owen in the realm of the paranormal has influenced me
enormously. I first met George when he was Lecturer at
Trinity College, Cambridge, and we were both dedicated members of the London Society for Psychical
Research. Subsequently his research techniques taught
me the right way to do things in these difficult region
and he really has had so much experience in so many
cases of spontaneous psychic activity.
There was the poltergeist girl in Sauchie, Scotland;
the haunting of Woburn Abbey--where the Duke and
Duchess of Bedford told me they always felt George hit
the nail on the head when he concluded the place "was
haunted by an influence generating psychical
phenomena"; there was the strange case of the haunted
"pop" group that included the son of our mutual friend
Dennis Bardens (who is now, like George, an honoured
Life Member of The Ghost Club Society).
There was the haunted "Grenadier" where George
encountered a wealth of odd happenings and I experienced a remarkable reaction when I took the medium
Trixi Alii ngham there. There was Prior's Court near
Worcester; The Theatre Royal, Margate; enormous
Capesthorne Hall near Buxton where Sir Walter
Bromely-Davenport always talked fondly of George and
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his methodical but sympathetic investigations; St.
Thomas's Hospital; a Kent council house--the list goes
on and on.
Nor must we forget George's early researches into
the phenomena of Matthew Manning--a unique and fascinating man--and his alliance with the truly remarkable
medium and President of the Parapsychology Foundation, Eileen Garrett, whom I first met and talked with in
the company of George when she was feted by the
London SPR.
I shall always treasure the friendship of George and
Iris and their many kindnesses--as for example when
they sent me the original results of their epoch-making
experiments that resulted in the first ever scientifically
controlled "manufacture" of a ghost. I well recall a
Ghost Club Dinner in London when George and Iris
enraptured their audience with a first-hand account of
those experiments that resulted in the repeated
manifestations of the invented personality, "Philip."
I have had occasion to mention George and Iris-those "renowned psychical researchers" I have called
them--in many of my hooks and I have a tremendous
admiration for them. Long may they continue to
influence other workers in the field as they assuredly
have for more years than either they or I care to
remember.

Peter Underhill, F.R.S.A.,
President of The Ghost Club Society

...................................................................................................
2. THE NEW HORIZONS
RESEARCH FOUNDATION

...................................................................................................
To suggest the structure, scope, and accomplishments of
The New Horizons Research Foundation, I decided to
reproduce sections taken from the privately distributed
monograph titled "The New Horizons Research Foundation: A Brief History, I 970-1984" written by the foundation's Vice-President, A.R. G. Owen, M.A., Ph.D.
The report is dated January 1985. I have appended to it
two short reports: "The New Horizons Research Foundation: Annual Report for the Year 1988" and "New
Horizons Research Foundation: Report of Activities in
I 989." About three-quarters of the complete report is
reproduced here. Elisions go unnoted and some minor
typographical liberties have been taken.

The New Horizons Research Foundation

Memhers of the Foundation
Directors:
Mr. D.C. Webster, President
Mr. B.A. Flood, Secretary
Staff Members:
Dr. A.R.G. Owen, Vice-President
Mrs. Iris M. Owen, Assistant Program Director
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Dr. A.R.G. Owen, M.A., Ph.D., Cambridge, U.K., formerly Fellow and Director of Studies in Mathematics
and Natural Science at Trinity College, Cambridge,
U.K., and University Lecturer in Genetics, Cambridge,
U.K., was Program Director full-time of New Horizons,
1970 until July 1975. From 1975 to 1984 he was
honorary Program Director of the Foundation, being
employed in the University of Toronto in various faculty
positions which included either simultaneously or in
series: Professor, Department of Mathematics, Department of Zoology, Department of Environmental
Studies; Associate Professor, Department of Medicine,
Department of Preventive Medicine.
From July 1984 he has returned to full-time supervision of the Foundation's programs.
Mrs. Iris M. Owen, S.R.N., England, U.K., formerly
member of the East Anglian Hospital Board, County
Councillor for Cambridgeshire, has been Assistant
Program Director of the Foundation part-time during
the whole period 1970 through 1984.

Purposes and Method Working
The New Horizons Research Foundation was
incorporated as a non-profit organization by Provincial
Charter in 1970 for the following purposes:
To promote interest in and the study of, by
research and other means, the extension of the
frontiers of knowledge, particularly in respect of
archaeology, anthropology, psychology, parapsychology, his tory of civilizations, comparative study
of systems of religion and ethics, and related areas
of natural philosophy.
To publish and facilitate the publication of
papers, bulletins, journals, books or motion pictures.
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To provide for the holding of lectures, meetings, and conferences.
To make grants and awards.
In 1971 the Foundation was registered as a Canadian
Charity (Number 0384644/23/13).
The wide terms of reference were not put forward
for pretentiousness' sake, but so as to leave unfettered
the Foundation's ability to range widely in research and
in choice of methods for dissemination of information.
In the even the Foundation has in fact worked in almost
all of the listed fields of enquiry and made use of all the
methods of publication or discussion.
The terms of reference also related however to
three particular areas of investigation, namely:
Historical and archaeological mysteries and
entgmas.
Little understood or doubtfully established
human abilities, including the subject matter of
psychical research (i.e., parapsychology) as well as
other real or alleged phenomena.
What is now called "Anomalistics"--the study of rare
happenings or of happenings difficult to understand or
to fit into existing scientific paradigms. These may be
exemplified by strange falls from the sky, "monsters" and
strange sightings of animals, spontaneous human combustion, mysterious disappearances, apportations and
teleportations, strange narratives, rumours, modern
folklore. The list can, of course, be extended.
It was envisaged that besides being a centre of
actual research the Foundation should equip itself to be
a clearing house of information on all topics of interest.
We think this aim has been fulfilled in a variety of ways.
A select hut relevant and sizable library has been
assembled. Besides books, this includes journals,
newsletters, and bulletins from a variety of research
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organizations, as well as extensive correspondence, case
histories and statements from many individuals whom
we have interviewed or have been otherwise in contact.
The library also comprises much audio and visual
material, some of it unique in the world.
In respect of the dissemination of information, correspondence is carried on with colleagues all over the
world, and information exchanged (including, for
instance, some of the Iron Curtain countries, Russia,
China, Japan, Brazil, Italy, Spain, Australia, New
Zealand, Denmark, Norway, France, Switzerland,
Britain, South Africa, U.S.A., Mexico, Israel, Saudi
Arabia). Staff members have given numerous magazine,
journal and newspaper interviews, and have appeared
on radio and T.V. programmes, talking about our work
and research. We also lecture to schools, universities,
colleges, clubs and societies. We are continually called
on to give help and advice to students and colleagues.
We act as resource persons to the media, journalists
hudding freelance writers, hopeful film-makers, schools,
colleges, and the public at large who often call or write
for information.
A more delicate side of our public relations is help
that we give gratis to members of the public with problems for which it is very difficult to obtain counsel elsewhere. These are families or individuals troubled by
strange events--"mental messages," strange feelings,
hauntings, poltergeist phenomena, witnessing apparitions, etc. A proportion have to be referred elsewhere
for psychological treatment, but an important large fraction are essentially representative of parapsychological
phenomena, happening to mentally normal people, who
deserve having their situation analysed and explained.
Usually we have obtained very good results, our clients
gaining insight and control over the phenomena. We
feel therefore that we have performed a public service
of positive value. By way of comment we regret to say
that certain esteemed professions, including medical
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practitioners and clergy, appear not only to be ignorant
of the reality of the occurrences but indifferent and
unwilling to learn. We believe therefore that the Foundation has filled a necessary humanitarian role. Some of
the calls for help and advice have come by telephone or
letter from quite distant places. Unless one has worked
for a considerable time in this field one is quite unaware
of the frequency of these cases and of their troubling
nature to those experiencing them.
Another educational task has been performed by
enrolling a limited number of persons representative of
a broad cross-section of the educated population
(mainly in Toronto) in a voluntary society, the Toronto
Society for Psychical Research. This and the Foundation are formally independent and without mutual commitment. The original membership in 1970 was about
200. Many more have passed through the Society. In
recent years, by policy, attrition without recruitment has
reduced the membership to about 100. For many years
at least tow meetings were held weekly. In this way a
considerable number of persons have been quite well
educated in parapsychology and other aspects of frontier research.
As regards the encouragement and prosecution of
research, several methods have been deployed. As
described below, research grants have been awarded to
finance various research programs, as well as a large
number of minor grants for research expenses. Also an
appreciably fraction of the research has been done by
the staff members working directly without assistance of
other personnel. Other work has been encouraged in a
few cases merely by affording the investigators concerned opportunity to publish their findings in the New
Horizons Journal.
A fourth method consisted in developing the
Society for Psychical Research as a corps of enlightened
enthusiasts not merely as a source of "experimental
fodder," hut as investigators. This, in fact, as described
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below, has been surprisingly successful. It must be
admitted that only a very few members developed a
capacity for independent conceptualization and
research; indeed the task of inspiration and also supervision had almost entirely to he carried out by the staff
members. None the less it has been rewarding not only
in respect of results achieved, but because the individuals concerned have, we believe, gained a degree of positive intellectual satisfaction from their participation.
Further we are pleased to say that a number have been
sensitized to frontier and anomalous research and also
are capable of carrying out field work in an informed
and responsible way and of rendering effective help to
people with the problems mentioned above.
The Society also has provided an excellent milieu
for the investigation of claimants to strange powers. The
classical "experimental" method so familiar in psychical
research where the "subject" is brought in to a cold and
aseptic (indeed often ascetic) atmosphere of the parapsychological "laboratory" has not seemed to us as being
always, or indeed ever, the best for getting informative
or perspicuous results. Correspondingly we have found
that an invitation to meet a group of critical hut fairminded people in a part academic, part social, setting
has been very productive of scientifically useful results.
On some occasions the milieu has enabled videotape
recording of remarkable phenomena resulting in presentations in our archives that are unique, or almost so.
The symbiotic modus vivendi between the Foundation and the Society also provided an excellent milieu in
which to gain benefit from numerous visitors.
We have entertained and worked with many people
in the field of parapsychology--mediums and psychics,
writers and researchers.
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Donors

This is a convenient opportunity for the staff members
to express their appreciation of the generosity of the
donors to the Foundation.
Individual donors include Mr. D.C. Webster and
Mrs. Madalene Webster who have unfailingly encouraged the work and inspired many aspects of it as well as
giving financial support.
We are also grateful for the donations from Mr.
William McQuestion and from Mr. Arthur Young.
The Foundation is also extremely pleased to record
its great indebtedness to our corporate donors which
include, or have included Neeco Industries Ltd.,
Sterisysterns Ltd., ROC Electronics Ltd., Polycom Ltd.,
Bass Ltd.
Current 11/ork

In the past year the Library has been completely sorted
and reconstituted. This has concomitantly resulted in
the sorting of a very large quantity of archival material-letters, case histories, bulletins, cuttings, cyclostyled
material. A proportion goes back more than thirty years
resulting from prior accumulation by staff members.
The work of extracting and analysing results and
information has already been commenced. Instead of
seeking immediate publication the staff members are
preparing a series of cyclostyled reports intended in the
first instance for circulation to patrons of the Foundation and other interested persons and institutions. The
topics represented will include some derived from the
New Horizons' survey of American antiquities, and
results of past experimental and observational work.
Also the very large quantity of data obtained from the
questionnaire mentioned below will be reduced to order
and analysed.
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Several papers have already been produced and are
in process of being circulated. Some interest attaches to
a monograph of anomalistics entitled "Strange and
Anomalous Phenomena" which condenses the essence
of many years of our work in the field, and reaches a
number of definite conclusions even though it does not
claim to cover the entire range of anomalistic
phenomena.
As regards our auxiliary organization--the Society
for Psychical Research--we think that for the time being
its capacity as an experimental group will be ineffective.
This is merely because the subject has evolved to a
stage in which progress may only be expected form the
investment of very large sums required for special
apparatus, such as computers and automatic recording
and analysing machinery as well as E.E.G. and other
neurophysiological equipment. However we think the
Society has a function in the study of spontaneous
events and also as a local forum for discussions. Thus
annually we are holding, for such members of the
Society as wish to participate as well various invitees of
professional or academic status, a series of eight oneday conferences on selected topics such as, for example,
Creativity, Anomalistics, Paradoxes of Atomic Physics,
etc. Some of the reports will emerge naturally from
these colloquia.

Lilmuy and Archives
In the reorganization it appeared convenient to set up
three separate libraries. As the borderline between
anomalistics and parapsychology is somewhat indefinite
these areas are united. The archaeological section was
augmented by the addition of other antiquarian studies.
A third division was constituted by a variety of books on
pure and applied sciences and social questions but
having some relation to the aims of the Foundation in
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general. These have been contributed by the staff
members out of books collected at various times.

World Religions (Considered Comparatively and Historically) and Mythology
Books: About 1,250. Papers: About 10 document file
boxes. Slides: About 2,000 of objects and places in
North America, Meso-America and Andean countries.
Some of these are unique, having been taken by N.H.
personnel. Journals: National Geographic, New England
Antiquities Research Association, The lnteramerican.

Parap,\yclzolo!,_ry and Anomalistic Lihrary
Books: About 1,350. Papers: Letters, case notes,
cyclostyled material, private communications, cuttings,
etc. About 50 document file boxes. Audio-visual
material: Slides, movies, videotapes, audiotapes.
Records of actual paranormal phenomena or of psychic
persons, or expositions of topics in parapsychology.
Some of the material is unique and probably irreplaceable. Among other items is the oldest parapsychological
movie ever made, Die Hautphiineona der Eleonore
Zugun, Vienna, 1925. Journals: A complete series of the
Journal and Proceedings of the Society for Psychical
Research. A complete set of Psychic magazine, Fate
magazine, Foncan Times, INFO Journal, CUFOS. There
is also a complete set of the encyclopedia Man, Myth
and Magic. A large number of other journals, bulletins
and newsletters from around the world are represented
by current series.

Science Lihrary
Books: About 400. Papers: About 10 document file
boxes. Journals: Scientific Arnerican, Natural Histmy,
Science Supplement.
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Research and Other Grants
Grants of $1,000 or more to contribute to the expenses
of research projects have been made to:
The Human Dimensions Foundation, Buffalo, for
research into human abilities.
Professor John B. Hasted, Head of the Department
of Physics, Birkbeck College, University of London,
England, for research into the metal-bending
phenomenon.
The Princeton University Engineering Anomalies
Research Laboratory for a study of the ancient
earthworks at Glastonbury, England.
Mr. Robert Temple for a study on prehistoric and
ancient lenses and optical devices.
A large number of smaller grants, $20-$1,000, have
been made to various individuals for a diversity of
research or related purposes. These include purchase of
apparatus or materials, travel to subjects or sites of
interest, travel to Toronto or elsewhere for participation
in research sessions or conferences.
Certainly larger expenditures such as those involved
in the survey of New World antiquities carried out by
staff members and various appointees have been
financed by direct disbursement and administration by
the Foundation and not by the award of grants.

Research Activities
We have done extensive research work on the following
subjects:
(I) P,\ychokinesis We were the first to publish work
with Jan Merta on his ability ~o move a mobile by PK
force. We did much work with Matthew Manning, and
an experiment with Uri Geller on metal-bending. A
movie, Matthew Manning: Portrait of a Psychic, made by
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Bruce Raymond Productions, has been widely circulated throughout the world.
Our experiments and interest in psychokinesis culminated in the "Philip" experiment, which was carried
on over a period of more than five years. A film was
made of the "Philip" experiment, which has been widely
circulated in many countries, and has led to the formation of many other groups attempting to replicate this
experiment. This particular experiment attracted much
media attention also, and the group concerned made
many television appearances. A book was written.
In 1974 we held an International Conference on
Psychokinesis. Some 21 scientists from Canada, U.S.A.
and Britain participated. Many of our results in
psychokinesis have been duplicated in other centres,
and confirmation of these published in journals in other
countries.
(2) The nature of the aura. An "aura-viewing" light
apparatus was built and donated by one of our
members. A study was done of the "Rim" Aura.
(3) Psychic Photography In the early days we did
some extensive experiments with the Veilleux brothers.
Many of our members spent time and effort in studying
this subject. We have done extensive work with a
subject who can produce striking photographs at will,
with our own camera and newly bought film, under
strict supervision.
(4) Telepathy and ESP We have done many experiments over the years involving telepathy, working both
with psychics and individual groups of people. We have
had some interesting results, most of which have been
published in the journal.
(5) We have done much research and work on the
meaning of Dreams. This is always a popular subject,
and we havestarted writing a book on this subject.
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(6) When Pyramids became popular as a source of
mysterious powers we did many experiments· to test
these theories, all with negative results.
(7) Raudive voice phenomenon We have conducted
some interesting research into this phenomenon, and
had some interesting, though minor, results in this field
during the course of the "Philip" experiment.
(8) Experiments were done on Hypnotic Regression
and Xenoglossia. New methods of hypnosis were sued in
these experiments.
(9) We researched into Biorhythm and found ourselves differing with the generally accepted ideas on this
phenomenon.
( 10) We have done much work on Kirlian
Ph o t o g rap hv a n d f e e I we h ave co n t r i b u t e d to
understanding of this subject.
(II) Work has been done on Dowsing, particularly
detection of underground pipes and cables, and human
sensitivity to magnetic fields, with mixed results, some
positive and some negative.
( 12) A variety of alleged phenomena, e.g.,
paranormal plant sensitivity as put forward by Cleve
Backster have been studied in some degree.
( 13) Advantage was taken of a vacation in Barbados
to visit the site of the mysterious Moving Coffins. Pictures were taken, and a report written, for New
Horizons. This has been reported in other magazines
and books.
( 14) Light has been shed on some old problems and
articles published. A grant was obtained from Trinity
College, Cambridge, England, for further research on
the Bor!ey Rectory hauntings. Interviews were obtained
with Marianne Foyster, one of the original leading personalities in the story, and an abridged copy of our
report was published in the British journal o( the SPR.
This has stimulated much correspondence, both publicly
and privately.
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(15) As previously said we have investigated many
lzauntings and poltergeist outbreaks, as well a other personal problems.
( 16) A premonitions hureau was set up for members
of the public to register their premonitions (i.e., feelings
of foreknowledge of future events). The work of the
Bureau has continued steadily throughout the years, and
produced a great deal of correspondence. The work was
reported fully in New Horizons, and is a continual source
of interest to the media and journalists. The bureau was
the subject of an extensive article in Weekend magazine.
Contact is maintained with other bureaux. We are contacted from time to time by people seeking information
on how to treat a prediction that has been made.
(17) In order to study the phenomenon of
Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) some years ago we
advertised ourselves extensively in Ontario press and on
TV and radio as the UFO Research Centre, Ontario
( UFORCO). When we started UFORCO we were
literally swamped with calls and mail. At present
however the situation has quieted down, and reports are
much more scarce. During the period that we have been
involved with this research it has become much more
obvious that there is a parapsychological element to
many of the UFO reports. They are, in effect, in many
cases, a modern form of ghost. We probably produced
one of the first articles propounding this theory, which
has now become accepted by many other investigators.
The above listing has no doubt omitted various
other topics we have been concerned with and which
will come to light in due course.

Pu hlications
1/ze New Horizons Journal During the ten-year period,
nine issues of New Horizons were produced, and were
circulated to people and departments all over the world
who were interested in parapsychological research.
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Fifteen hundred copies of each issue were printed, and
now with the exception of the last issue, all of these are
now out of print.
An interesting number of the New Horizons Journal
is that of Volume 1, Number 5, January 1975, which
reports on the Conference on Psychokinesis held in
June 1974. This issue has been in much demand by correspondents throughout the world.
The merit of the New Horizons Journal was recognized internationally in 1977 when the Swiss Association of Parapsychology awarded the editor, A.R.G.
Owen, its First Prize in "Honour of his research on
hauntings, Matthew Manning, phenomena of hypnosis,
and his editorship of New Horizons."
Staff members (ARGO and IMO) have published
papers and book reviews in The Journal of the Society for
P.\yclzical Research, The Journal of the American Society
{or Psychical Research, The Journal of" Parapsychology,
Parapsychological Review, Fate Magazine, Grenzgeheite
der Wissenschaft, Theta, and the encyclopedia Man,
Myth and Magic, and other periodicals or edited works.
The following books have been published by staff
members:
P.\yclzic Mysteries of Canada (hardback) ARGO
Conjuring Up Philip (hardback and paperback)
IMO
Hysteria, Hypnosis and Healing (hardback) ARGO
Science and the Spook (hardback) ARGO
The book (hardback) by Professor J .B. Hasted,
Head of the Department of Physics, Birkbeck College,
University of London, England, and entitled The Metal
Benders, resulted from work partially financed by the
Foundation.
The book (hardback) by Professor Nicholas M.
Regush, of Concordia University, written in collaboration with Jan Merta and entitled Exploring the Human
Aura, is based on the work which was encouraged by the
Foundation.
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The New Horizons Research Foundation
Annual Report for tlze Year 1988
1. The staff members continued to respond to a
large number of requests for information and supply of
research material to institutions and persons worldwide,
and in Canada.
In addition they furnished information and advice
to many persons in Toronto and Canada regarding
problems falling within various areas of knowledge in
which the Foundation has expertise. Other persons were
referred to other sources of counsel, medical, religious,
etc.
2. The staff members rendered organizational
advice and furnished scientific information to a new
voluntary organization--The University of Toronto
Society for the Study of Anomalies, which incorporates
on a broader basis the previous Toronto Society for
Psychical Research and various groups of Professors at
Toronto and York Universities who met in previous
years. The President of the new Society is Professor
Bruce H. Pomeranz, M.D., Ph.D., Department of
Zoology, University of Toronto. Other persons of standing have been gathered in.
3. A weekly research group meeting has been held
throughout the calendar year at one of the Foundation's
new bases. The group continues research in voluntary
psychokinesis, meditation, and relaxed states of consciousness, updating in anomalies, and other frontier
research.
4. Work has been continued on various studies,
several of which are near completion, e.g.:

(i) Probability of belief and inference;
(ii) Spiritualism before the Fox sisters; .
(iii) Aspects of game theory, catastrophe theory,
etc.
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(iv) Men across the sea. The "Welsh in America,"
Olmec problems, etc. About Columbus.
(v) Aging in human.
(vi) Socio-biology down the ages (in conjunction
with Prof. R.E. Owen).

5. Publications (in print or in the press):

(i) ASPR, "Parapsychology--Success or Failure?"
(ii) With Prof. R.E. Owen), Heredity, "Effective
Population Size."
(iii) Time Life Books, "The Philip Phenomenon."
Many mentions of the Foundation's work are given
in J.R. Colombo, Mysterious Canada, 1988.
6. Honours. The staff members have been made
Honorary Life Members of the American Society for
Psychical Research.

New Horizons Research Foundation
Report of Activities in 1989
I. Meetings have been held monthly of our research
group for experiments in psychology and parapsychology, and for discussion of anomalous phenomena.
2. We have continued to give information and
counsel to individuals and organizations desiring either
the solution of personal problems or knowledge
pertinent to their own studies in anomalous
phenomena.
3. The following research papers have continued in
preparation and are in sight of completion:
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(a) Men Across tlze Sea
(i) Omec problems
(ii) The black discovery of America
(iii) About Columbus
(iv) The search for the Welsh in America
(b) King Arthur and English and Welsh Nationalisms
(c) Prehistoric and ancient and modern geometry
(d) Pyramids and Pi
(e) The significance of the crop circles
4. Work has continued in accumulation of factual
material as well as the writing of draft chapters for three
weeks:
(a) Sociohiolot,'Y Down the Ages (Man's application
of current ideas of nature and humankind
to political theory)
(b) Spiritualism and New Age Concepts hefore 1848
(c) Prohahility in Science and Paranonnal Studies
A.R.G. Owen,
Vice-President

···································································································
3. TORONTO SOCIETY
FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH

...................................................................................................
This section consists of two summaries: "Introduction to
Report of I 0 Years of Activity of Toronto Society for
Psychical Research" followed by "Report of Ten Years
of Parapsychological Research." Both the introduction
and the report, dated October 1980, were written and
signed by George and Iris and are reproduced with
minimal editing.

Introduction to Report of 10 Years of Activity
of Toronto Society for Psychical Research
By Prof. A.R.G. (George) Owen and Iris Owen
We came to Canada almost 11 years ago, at the express
invitation of Mr. D.C. Webster, to run a new research
organization, New Horizons Foundation. The terms of
reference of this new organization included research in
the field of parapsychology.
In order to facilitate the research of this arm of
New Horizons, we decided to found the Toronto Society
for Psychical Research, and later, the Premonitions
Bureau, and the U .F .0. Research Centre, Ontario
(UFORCO).
Generally speaking, most of our parapsychological
research has been done by, and under, the auspices of
the Toronto SPR. However, New Horizons has assumed
a share of the financing of such research, and at times
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has initiated research independently of the SPR. The
journal, New Horizons, has, in fact, heen largely concerned with publishing the results of the TSPR research,
although the cost of printing and distributing was borne
by the New Horizons Foundation.
In the report that follows all of our parapsychological research is listed--the bulk of it has been done
under the auspices of the TSPR--but as has been said,
some work had been done independently.
For the record, during the 10 years of its existence,
the TSPR has enjoyed the free use of the premises at
10, North Sherbourne Street, free telephone, the use of
the extensive library at New Horizons (although the
TSPR does possess some books of its own, some
donated and some bought from funds), the voluntary
secretarial work of Iris (as secretary of New Horizons),
and the use of much audio-visual and other material
and apparatus belonging to New Horizons. Much of the
early financing was also borne by New Horizons.
It has been a very pleasant and fruitful period of cooperation.

Toronto Society for Psychical Research
I 0 North Sherbourne St.
Toronto 5, Ontario
(416) 962-1199
October 1980

Report of 10 Years of Parapsychological Research
The Toronto Society for Psychical Research was
opened in 1970.
The Premonitions Bureau was started in 1971.
UFO Research Centre, Ontario (UFORCO) was
founded in April 1976.
During the 10-year period 9 issues of New Horizons
were produced, and were circulated to people and
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departments all over the world, who are interested in
parapsychological research. 1,500 copies of each issue
were printed, and with the exception of the last issue, all
of these are now out of print.
In 1977 the Swiss Association for Parapsychology
awarded George its first International Prize for the
editorship of New Horizons, and our work with Matthew
Manning.
Two hooks have been written on our work--Psychic
Mysteries of the North, by George Owen, and Conjuring
Up Philip, by Iris Owen and Sue Sparrow.
A film was made of the "Philip" experiment, which
has been widely circulated in many countries, and has
led to the formation of many other groups attempting to
replicate this experiment. This particular experiment
attracted much media attention also, and the group concerned made many television appearances.
Many members of the TSPR (George and Iris
Owen, Dr. J. Whitton, Henry McKay, Sue Sparrow,
Lorne and Andy Henwood, for instance), have given
numerous magazine, journal and newspaper interviews,
and have appeared on radio and t.v. programmes,
talking about our work and research.
These same people also lecture to schools,
universities, colleges, clubs and societies.
We are continually called on to give help and
advice to students and colleagues.
A university thesis was written on the way in which
the society was organised.
We act as "guinea-pigs" for budding journalistic students.
A full, 44-hour course on parapsychology has been
given at Ryerson Technical College for the last 10 years
by members of the Society. (Currently, Iris is doing
this.)
We have collected an extensive library, probably
the best on the subject in Canada. We were also
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fortunate to he given a complete set of the British SPR
journals from the very first editions.
We receive all the major journals in the field in
every language, either as subscribers or on an exchange
basis.
In 1974 we held an International Conference on
Psychokinesis. Some 21 scientists from Canada, U.S.A.
and Britain participated. The report of the Conference
proceedings was published in an entire edition of New
Horizons.
During the ten years of research we have investigated the claims and abilities of many psychics and
mediums. We have also investigated many hauntings
and poltergeist outbreaks.
We have done Extensive Research work on the following subjects-(I) P,\yclzokinesis. We were the first to publish work
with Jan Merta on his ability to move a mobile by p.k.
force.
We did much work with Matthew Manning, and an
experiment with Uri Geller on metal bending.
We discovered the "ramp function."
Our experiments and interest in psychokinesis culminated in the "Philip" experiment, which was carried
on over a period of more than five years.
Many of our results have since been duplicated in
other centres, and confirmation of these published in
journals in other countries.
(2) The nature of the Aura. An "aura-viewing" light
apparatus was built and donated by one of our
members. A study was done of the "Rim" Aura.
(3) Psychic Photography. In the early days we did
some extensive experiments with the Veilleux brothers.
Many of our members spent time and effort in studying
this subject. We are currently working with a subject
who can produce striking photographs with our own
camera and newly bought film, under strict supervision.
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( 4) Telepathy and ESP. We have done many experiments over the years involving telepathy, working both
with psychics and individual groups of people. We have
had some interesting results, most of which have been
published in the journal.
One of our discoveries in this field was the work
done by "Dr. Lloyd" on the Evoked Response, where it
was shown that it is possible by deliberately projecting a
thought or mental image at a person, to evoke an electrical response in that person's brain.
This work has also recently been confirmed by
other workers.
(5) We have done much research and work on the
meaning of Dreams. This is always a popular subject for
discussion.
(6) When Pyramids became popular as a source of
mysterious powers we did many experiments to test
these theories--all with negative results.
(7) Raudive Voice Phenomenon. We have conducted
some interesting research into this phenomenon, and
had some interesting, though minor, results in the
course of the "Philip" experiment.
(8) Experiments were done on Hypnotic Time
Regression and Xenoglossia. New methods in hypnosis
were used in these experiments.
(9) We researched into Biorhythm and found ourselves differing with the generally accepted ideas on this
phenomenon.
( 10) We have done much work on Kirlian
Photography, and feel we have contributed to
understanding of this subject. One of our members built
a Kirlian apparatus in the University laboratory, and did
part of his thesis work on the Kirlian theory.
( 11) We conducted experiments to test whether
humans can detect weak magnetic fields. Apparently
they cannot do so.
( 12) We spent some amusing meetings testing the
so-called Cleve Backster effect--do your plans express-
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ion emotions? Again, ours didn't! We could not
reproduce this effect.
Many of our members contributed articles to the
New Horizons journal--for example-An Explanation of the Piri Re'is Map--by Lorne
Henwood
Intuitive Archaeology, a Psychic Approach--by Prof.
N.J. Emerson
Sign-posts to Sleep--a Psychological Skill--by Iris
Owen
A Phantom Motor Cyclist--the Genesis of an
Apparition--by Vicky Branden
An Experiment in Dermo-Optical Perception--by
Peter Gribble
Are More Babies Born at the Full Moon?--by Peter
Gribble
Detection of Graves and Underground Objects by
Dowsing--by Prof. Harrison
Mr. Mackenzie King and the Problem of Survival-by Iris Owen

Premonitions Bureau. The work of the Bureau has continued steadily throughout the 10 years, and produced a
great deal of correspondence. The work was reported
fully in New Horizons, and is a continual source of interest to the media, and journalists. The bureau was the
subject of an extensive article in Weekend magazine
earlier this year. Contact is maintained with other
bureaux. We are contacted from time to time by people
seeking information on how to treat a prediction that
has been made.
The Problem of UFO Reports. When we started
UFORCO we were literally swamped with calls and
mail--the phone did not stop ringing for at least 4
weeks, night and day. At present, however, the situation
has quietened down, and reports are much more scarce.
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During the period that we have been involved in this
research it has been much more obvious that there is
also a parapsychological element in many of the UFO
reports--they are, in effect, in many cases, a modern
form of ghost. We probably produced one of the first
articles propounding this theory, which has now become
accepted.
Iris Owen entered a competition for an article on
the UFO problem, sponsored by Cutty Sark, for a
money prize and publication of the winning article in
Science magazine. She did not win, but her entry was
among the top five or six and permission was asked, and
granted, for it to be included as a chapter in a book
which will be published containing the best entries.
Light has been shed on some old problems, and articles
published. A grant was obtained from Trinity College,
Cambridge, England, for further research on the Borley
Rectory hauntings. Interviews were obtained with
Marianne Foyster, one of the original leading personalities in the story, and an abridged copy of our
report was published in the British Journal of the SPR.
This has stimulated much correspondence, both publicly
and privately.
Advantage was taken of a vacation in Barbados to
visit the site of the mysterious Moving Coffins of Barbados. Pictures were taken, and a report written for New
Horizons. This has been reproduced in other magazines,
and has been incorporated in a book.
Correspondence is carried on with colleagues all
over the world, and information exchanged (including,
for instance, some of the Iron Curtain countries, Russia,
China, Japan, Brazil, Italy, Spain, Australia, New
Zealand, Denmark, Norway, France, Switzerland,
England, South Africa, the U.S., of course). The
Toronto Society for Psychical Research is described in
glowing terms in both international journals and many
reference books. Many of our research articles have
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been reprinted in other magazines and foreign journals.
During the 10 years we have entertained and
worked with many people in the field of
parapsychology--mediums and psychics, writers and
researchers.
Looking through our guest book we see the names
of Douglas Johnson, Olga Worrell, Jim Wilkie, Alex
Tanous, Matthew Manning, Malcolm Bessent, Frances
Farelly, to name some of the psychics.
Writers visiting us have included Lyall Watson,
Scott Rogo, Dan Greenberg, and John Robert
Colombo.
Visiting researchers have included Prof. John
Beloff, Dr. Donald West, John Cutten, Professor
Ellison, Dr. Karlis Osis, Dr. William Roll, Dr. Ian
Stevenson, Dr. Stan Krippner, Dr. & Mrs. Wolfson,
Prof. Brian Josephson, Prof. Allen Hynek, Dr.
Karagulla.
Finally, we continue to act as "resource" persons to
the media, journalists, budding free-lance writers,
hopeful film-makers, schools, colleges, and the public at
large who often call or write for information.

...................................................................................................
4. PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS
AND MIRACLES
Dr. A.R. George Owen

...................................................................................................
This Invited Address was delivered at the 36th Annual
Convention of the Parapsychological Association
meeting in Toronto in 1993. It is reprinted from Researches in Parap,\ychology 1993 (Scarecrow Press, 199R)
edited hy N.E. Zingrone eta!.

...................................................................................................
I gave this title "Parapsychological Methods and
Miracles" somewhat on impulse, with only a vague
notion of what I really wanted to discuss. To be definite,
let me say that I shall not speak about paranormal
healing or psychic surgery, nor about any mental, that is,
cognitive phenomena. For the present purpose I use the
term "miracle" for any physical happening of a very
bizarre nature. As regards "method" I shall be concerned with it in only a very general sense, that of
"approach" rather than methodology.
I am indebted to my friend, Mr. Burke Brown, for
introducing me to a book that I had missed, Men and
Women qf Parapsychology: Personal Reflections, in which
various eminent parapsychologists whom I admire, such
as Dr. Gertrude Schmeidler, Dr. Montague Ullman, Dr.
Karlis Osis, told about those sectors of their lives concerned with parapsychology, and also described by what
routes they came to he interested in the subject. This set
me thinking for the first time in my life about my own
background. I remember in childhood how my mother
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prided herself on her own "intuition." Indeed it seemed
a priori that she had a telepathic gift. She would have
distressing dreams and announce that some relative or
friend had died. Often a letter would arrive by the next
post reporting just such an occurrence. What in
retrospect now interests me, although I had quite
forgotten it, was a type of phenomenon to which my
mother attached importance--the broken picture cord
and falling picture, which sometimes appeared to coincide with an unexpected death. I also now recall, for the
first time, two events which happened at the age of
fifteen, when my father was dying of cardiac
insufficiency consequent on nephritis. These were a
flurry of loud raps in the wall and a slightly horridsounding noise as of mice running and scratching inside
of the wooden lintel of a door. These phenomena will
suggest to RSPK huffs sporadic PK events triggered by
emotion consequent on a crisis communication received
at an unconscious level.
However, any interest I had in parapsychological
phenomena remained very mild and characterized by a
relatively neutral attitude, certainly not hostile, but not
especially benign. A very small number of relatives and
friends took a mild interest in spiritualism, theosophy,
reincarnation, and the teachings of Krishnamurti, but
nothing was very intense. While still at high school I
read Maurice Maeterlinck's The Unbidden Guest. At
University (Cambridge, England), a friend, Mr.
Laurence Reynolds, introduced me to Dr. Rhine's hook,
Extra-Sensory Perception, which I found very impressive,
and I also heard the story of nearby Borley Rectory,
which gave me my first idea of poltergeist or RSPK
case, that is, "recurrent spontaneous psychokinesis." In
religion I was brought up in a Methodist tradition that
was not in any sense fervent. Because .I majored in
mathematics and physics at University, I became somewhat predisposed to what Professor John Beloff in his
fine book, The Existence of Mind, calls "Scientific
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materialism" as opposed to what he calls "crass
materialism." I was also impressed by a remark of the
scientist and self-proclaimed "dialectical materialist"
J .B.S. Haldane, that there seemed to be no reason that
psi abilities should not emerge in the course of biological evolution.
I say all this only in rebuttal of the charge made by
some of our critics that parapsychologists are motivated
by a desire to "prove religion." I do not think this is the
case, and those critics themselves are, in my opinion,
guilty of the logical vice of introducing arguments ad
hominem; if you cannot refute your opponent's reasoning, then attack their motives or character.
We have, of course, to distinguish "good" critics,
such as Professor C.E.M. Hansel, whose work does aid
in the development of parapsychological methodology,
and a small but vocal group of extremists whose
approach is, it seems to me, characterized by an exceptional degree of disingenuousness. Perhaps in referring
to them I am, as the elderly are prone to do, fighting
yesterday's battles. However, if it should be the case
that any of them are Canadians, kindly accept our
apologies for their existence.
But enough of critics; as an Englishman I have
always taken comfort from two maxims of an English
politician of my youth--George Lansbury, an unusually
saintly person for a politician. He used to say to his
junior colleagues, "When in doubt stick to your principles!" also, perhaps more relevant to us, "My boy, never
argue, just repeat your assertion!" Of course, that is the
counsel of perfection, but there is something in it.
Many years passed before I became semiprofessionally engaged in psychical research. As a
faculty member at Cambridge University and, in particular, a Fellow of Trinity College, which has a long tradition in the subject, I was drawn into the activity by
Professor C.D. Broad. Within a year or so, interest in
RSPK had revived as a result of the work of Dr. Hans
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Bender, and Dr. William Roll with the late Gaither
Pratt. Also, a veteran member of the Society ·for Psychical Research in England, Mr. G.S. Lamhert, had enunciated a theory that alleged RSPK cases, that is,
"poltergeistery," were due to the shaking of huildings by
underground water. Two people I had met, Dr. Trevor
I fall and Dr. Eric Dingwall, persuaded me to undertake
what was intended as a statistical survey of poltergeist
cases to demonstrate an association between RSPK and
underground torrents. Like Balaam of old in the Book
of Numhers (Chapter 22) who was sent to curse the
Israelites, hut was converted en route, I was "sent to
curse" hut "stayed to bless." Two things happened to me
en route. First, I read a large part of the literature on
poltergeists. I came to know how, for several centuries,
persons of the highest intellectual distinction and moral
standing had testified on oath to having witnessed
RSPK phenomena. Second, I was enabled by a grant
from the Parapsychology Foundation to investigate
some very recent cases. In 1960, I was fortunate enough
to find one in which the testimony of witnesses totally
independent of the family was copious and impeccable
in respect of the two basic defining characteristics of
RSPK or "poltergeistery." These were: the inexplicable
movements over large distances, in the sight of witnesses, of heavy objects, a hundred pounds in weight;
and audio-recordable loud sounds which were, in fact,
recorded. As a result I was confident enough to "stick
my neck out" and write a book called Can We Explain
tlze Poltergeist?, which was very kindly published by Mrs.
Eileen Garrett.
Might I say en passant that publication in our field
is of cardinal importance for the propagation of knowledge. This is on behalf of persons who have something
new and valuable to announce, but may be shy, and also
fear the flak that may be turned on them by the "Hosts
of Midian." Thus, if our personal position allows it, such
as the terms of our employment, our standing with col-
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leagues or management, ideally we should seek to
publish all we know or all we hypothesize. But this again
is the council of perfection; each one should be guided
by their own particular situation. "The blood of the
martyrs is the seed of the Church," but we are trying to
found not a church hut a scientific discipline, and there
is no real need to sacrifice ourselves and our families
unnecessarily. I sometimes say it may he a hundred, or a
thousand, or a million years before we get a real insight
into parapsychological phenomena. But, on this, kindly
do not quote me as gospel. I have been surprised as to
how many new things have erupted into our quiet parapsychological pond in the last three decades.
But, before I get to that, I would like to make a few
observations as to the suitability of RSPK as an object
of research. From the point of view of the person
brought up in the (let me say) erroneous theory that
science proceeds exclusively by formal laboratory experiments with a pre-assigned protocol, including the prescription that the length of the study must be preassigned, all RSPK is of zero evidential value. So be it,
but in the world of reality in which most of us "live and
move and have our being" RSPK is of enormous
implicatory power.
Its evidential value for validating the phenomena of
parapsychology is unchallengeable for any person
willing or capable of rational analysis. Such studies have
the advantage of being concerned with large-scale or
"macro effects" rather than with very small effects that
can be accused of being statistical artifacts or the result
of methodological defects. But, of course, such cases
have the faults of their virtues. Those which occur on a
scale large enough to be heard of may be hundreds of
miles distant from the investigator, raising the usual
question of from where will the funds for travel and
residence come?
However, let thanks be, if not to providence, at
least to investigators like Dr. William Roll, who have
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managed to get to the sites and do all that science
demands within the limits of what is humanly possible.
This is not easy. An RSPK or poltergeist case can
involve the family and the neighbors--what the police
did, or the local clergy, or physicians, or municipal or
housing officials did--what local psychic sensitives said,
as well as the newspapers--you name it! Not the least of
the merits of Roll Roll's papers and his book, Poltergeist,
is the conscientiousness and dry humor of his descriptions of case studies. To be an RSPK investigator one
needs to be a people person--a people psychologist. But
also, like Freud, he will feel that he should perhaps
apologize because his scientific papers read like short
stories. The question of fraud arises in RSPK studies,
but then it docs also with laboratory experiments with
high-scoring subjects. In each situation the risks are
reduced by electronic recording.
To my mind, despite its difficulties, RSPK studies
do remedy one of the problems of concern to parapsychology, that of repeatability. One of our "good" critics
[Dr. Susan Blackmore] a decade ago published a paper
wittily entitled "Unrepeatability: Parapsychology's Only
Finding." Whether this arrow was aimed at RSPK, I do
not recall. However, poltergeistery does in my opinion
exhibit a type of repeatability; these phenomena are
generically repeatable I ike many things in real life.
Thus, strictly speaking, it is impossible to study the
disease of measles in a totally "scientific" manner
because it is only observable in different persons. It is
repeatable generically but in no other sense.
Of course, by "repeatable" the pundits of scientific
method mean something more, namely "repeatable at
will," like a laboratory determination of electrical conductivity. Thereby hangs a tale. Some decades ago a
young Russian lady, later known as Madame Kulagina,
carne to the attention of the great Russian physiologist,
Professor Vasiliev, because she was a poltergeist
person. He suggested to her that to mute the
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spontaneous events which were a misery to her, she try
to regulate them through voluntary PK, that is,
voluntary psychokinesis. As some of us will recall, the
idea justified itself. About 1970 she became known in
the West for her ability to voluntarily move objects
about on the surface of a glass table. (Among distinguished witnesses there was, I believe, no less than Dr.
Ullman.) Perhaps, because of her example, there then
appeared a number of other voluntary psychokineticists,
with some of whom I was privileged to work. They
included a young man, an exile from Czechoslovakia,
who, as a poltergeist person had engaged the interest of
Dr. Milan Ryzl. He trained himself in moving a mobile
according to commands and protocols set up by others
experimenters. This was the first time I had seen macropsychokinesis though I had proclaimed its existence
nine years before. "Blessed are they that having seen
have believed. Even more blessed are they that not
having seen have believed."
By that time I and my wife, Iris, were in Canada at
the suggestion of a kind friend (Mr. Donald C. Webster)
who gave us a salary and lodging for what was in effect a
five-year sabbatical from the university. By then we
were inspired by the example of the late Dr. Ken
Batcheldor in England to carry out another repeatable
experiment in PK, namely, in table-rapping experiments. Besides being performed in full light, the
originality of this experiment consisted in its being
founded on the idea of an imaginary communicator
"Philip," whose persona and biography were defined in
advance, to obviate a spirit hypothesis. I should hasten
to say we had nothing against "spirits." As Bill Roll once
said, we will accept spirits at 70% proof; however we
did not want them in our own experiment whose subject
matter was different. Credit for the concept and running
of the "Philip Experiment" for a period of seven years is
actually due to my wife, Iris, even though I am personally often quite unjustly praised for it.
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The merit of the experiment was to exhibit PK that
was both voluntary and repeatable. In the last year or so
of the experiment, Geller metal-bending effects,
another kind of repeatable experiment, became known,
and the Philip group actually taught themselves to bend
keys and other objects without physical contact. In comparison to the imaginary persona of the apparent communicator we may mention the ostensible communicator in the table-rapping experiment in which Dr.
Ullman participated about 1932. The messages received
emanated ostensibly from "Dr. Bindelof' who, despite
research, was never identified with any real person
living or dead. This situation is not unique in the annals
of table rapping.
But, to return to RSPK: One difficulty of this field
is that we soon encounter the "boggle threshold" effect,
a phrase that I owe to Dr. Osis and Mrs. Renee Haynes.
Although many poltergeist cases involve kinds of
phenomena that one soon comes to accept--movement
of objects and production of sounds in a large proportion of RSPK cases--things happen that cause the mind
to "boggle." Among things that transcend many people's
boggle threshold are such occurrences as luminosities,
light flashes, ignition of fires. Some also boggle at very
odd phenomena such as the pencils that write on walls
or paper both in the seance room, as with "Dr.
Bindelof," or in the poltergeist outbreaks like those
attending Damodar Ketkar or Matthew Manning. I
must confess that in popular talks I have tended to omit
the more outre happenings as a stumbling block in the
way of belief.
Actually the effect of some thirty years or so of relatively close acquaintance with PK has steadily raised my
"boggle threshold," I could say, perhaps, that I am "deboggled" in rather the sense of being "degaussed."
To return to the importance of publication; it is a
fact that the more well-evidenced parallel case one
reads about, the higher one's boggle threshold becomes.
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Thus Edward Cox told us it was only because we had
gone public about the Philip experiment that the
SORRAT group at Rolla, Missouri, had decided to risk
publishing their results. As you will know their research
has provided filmed records of a remarkable range of
phenomena of the same kind as occurs in many RSPK
situations. Of course, a great deal of doubt has been
cast on their work, mainly hy people whose bogglethreshold has stayed low. I, having been fairly
thoroughly "de-boggled," have no inhibitions in accepting their work as valid.
Perhaps because of my long-term interest in physics
I have been particularly intrigued by the class of
phenomena known as apportation or teleportation. This
is when, in some RSPK cases, such as one of Dr.
Bender's, an object moves out of a locked cupboard, or,
as in many poltergeist cases, objects suddenly appear in
midair in a closed room. I have no doubt as to the
validity of the evidence for these phenomena. Usually
the subjects are of a perfectly ordinary kind--stones,
coins, lumps of earth--and given no hint of being specially created. The logical inference is that they are
mundane objects mysteriously transported from one
mundane location to another. This can suggest that like
star-ships in science fiction they travel in some extra
dimensions, or alternatively undergo a change in some
as yet unrecognized quantum number, rendering them
non-interactive with the visible world. These speculations seem rational enough and are quite in tune with
recent physical theories such as "super-strings" and
eleven dimensional space, and so on. However, this is
not the end of the story! There is more yet!
But, before ascending to the highest peaks in
"Boggle-land" I would like to interject a remark about
the humanitarian value of publishing all one has cause
to suspect of happening in the domain of psi. Many of
us present, whose names have become known to the
public, will know how often ordinary families have
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strange experiences, which not only perplex, but may
actually frighten them. My wife, Iris, and I have been
surprised by the number of letters and telephone calls
we have had from ordinary people who have experienced not only basic PK phenomena but also the mindboggling ones such as teleportation. Thus, irrespective
of our duty to pure science, we of the parapsychological
vocation have a public duty to, where, and as possible,
make our discipline known to the public, many of whom
we can truly help.
However, now to revert to the ultimate in "bogglehood." For some years we have had on our shelves some
books about Sai Baba, the Hindu sage who lives at Puttaparti, in the south of India. The most important
references arc, of course, the book by Dr. Erlendur
Haraldsson and the testimonies published by Dr. Karlis
Osis. Although written with the circumspection characteristic of the most highly qualified and respected
psychical research investigators, their research, because
of who they are, suggests to me that, prima facie, Baba
has paranormal powers. What interests me most is the
ostensible apportations or teleportations of objects.
What the statements of the observers interviewed by
Dr. Haraldsson stimulate as a hypothesis, which some of
us may he prepared to entertain, is that some of Sai
Saba's ostensible apportations of objects are different
from the apportations in the poltergeist case. One is, at
least, free to wonder whether the objects are newly
created. Sai Baha himself says he just thinks of something and there it is, in his hand! Now, this would seem
a tall story; however, if one is sufficiently widely read, a
parallel comes to mind. In the last century there was in
France a humble priest. On account of his exemplary
life and service to his community, he was eventually
canonized and is now known as St. Andrew Fournet. It
is told of him that he could put out his hand and pick
out of the air food items required for the home for
young girls in the village, such as bread rolls or apples.
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Now when Sai Baba was asked if his phenomena could
be investigated he s·aid not. They were, he declared,
"beyond science." Possibly St. Andrew Fournet would
have said the same. Like his "miracles," those of Sai
Baba occur in a religious context, although admittedly
one of a very different kind.
What are we to think? Are there really two entirely
different types of strange phenomena, the paranormal,
susceptible to rational analysis, and the supernatural,
which will never be understandable? If so, where are we
to draw the line? On the other hand, perhaps there is no
such gap. If this is so, then the universe is far stranger
than we have previously imagined. Reality is far more
plastic than we have supposed. Yet another train of
thought would reverse the argument. If miracles are
beyond science then perhaps all the phenomena of
parapsychology are "beyond science," even such simple
things as telepathy. Now I am not saying this because I
believe it, or wish others to believe it. I have only tried
to show why some people steer clear of psychic
research. Is it the case that to study even the "simplest"
phenomena is the thin edge of a very fat wedge--like
patting the nose of a crocodile, it is liable to drag us into
very deep water. However, for most of us here, as for
me, to abandon inquiry is totally impossible. To adapt a
saying of Dr. Samuel Johnson: To turn our backs on the
search for knowledge is to turn away from life. So be it
for a few millennia!
In talking about macro- and spontaneous PK, I have
not wished to suggest that any kind of parapsychology is
better than any other. My old teacher, the famous
statistician, R.A. Fisher, happens to be known in the
parapsychological world because of his famous but terse
letter endorsing the statistical methods used by Dr.
Rhine, but he was not, in fact, a supporter of psychical
research. Occasionally, he would say in private that
famous scientists, such as Professor Stratton, a close
friend of his, were animated in their interest in psychical
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research by a desire to prove survival of death. Actually
it is worth saying en passant that Stratton dated his
concern with parapsychology to an experience as an
army officer in the Middle East during the First World
War, when he had to use dowsers to do well-witching to
get water for army horses!
However, like many other great scientists, Fisher
was right about numerous things. He used to say that
one does best in fields of research to which one is
attracted. Therefore let us each pursue our own kind of
parapsychology and do it as well as we can, using the
best methodology. One of the valuable outcomes of this
kind of meeting is the opportunity many of you will have
to compare notes on method. The program bodies well
for the success of that aspect of the Conference, as well
as for the component of general encouragement that I,
and I believe many other speaks, will put forward.

...................................................................................................
5. BIOGRAPHIES

...................................................................................................
Here are biographical particulars for Iris and George
based on their curricula vitae, newspaper articles,
newsletter items, and personal correspondence. Much
more could he said about this remarkable couple than is
being said here. Regard what is here as just the tip of
the iceberg!

IRIS M. OWEN

Resume
Birth: 4 January 1916, Cambridgeshire, England, U.K.
Parents: British by birth; religion, Church of England,
Congregationalist, Methodist.
Evening classes in shorthand, typing, business economics, French, Spanish.
Three-year evening course in drama and speech trainmg.
Trained to operate telephone switchboard, electric
typewriter, and dictaphone. Filing and card
indexing. Adding machines.
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Work experience: Dental receptionist, counting house
cashier, telephonist and filing clerk, typist, secretary, office manageress, radio operator (good
speeds in Morse!), civil servant (G.P.O. examinations).
3.5 years training for State Registration as Nurse.
3 years running clinics.
2 years as research assistant in pathology.
Wife and mother.
Social Welfare--N.S.P.C.C. organizing flag days, houseto-house collections, chairty shows, efforts, etc.
Helping organize a Citizen's Advice Bureau (trained to
work in C.A.B.)
Organized a Charity Christmas Card Shop.
Helped organize a Community Centre (Voluntary).
Driver for Meals on Wheels service.
County Councillor: Chairman of an Approved School,
children's committee, welfare committee, health
committee, theatres and cinemas committee, adoption committee.
Governor of five schools.
Manager of a hostel for homeless girls.
Central Aid Society.
Mental Welfare Association.
Speaker for N.S.P.C.C. and S.C.F. to local meetings.
Chairman of the Cambridge Women's Citizen's Association.
Member of the East Anglian Regional Hospital Board,
Nurse Training Committee, Appeals Tribunal.
Member of Local Advisory Committee to Ministry of
Social Security.
Member of local consumers' council.
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Member of various other local associations and charity
committees.

City Losing Woman of Many Parts--to Canada

Profile hy Deryck Hatvey, Camhridge Evening News,
1 September 1969.
Legend has it that Mrs. Iris Owen has been known to
serve on 40 committees simultaneously in Cambridge
and the surrounding area. It will come as a shock to
many of them to know that she is to emigrate to
Canada.
For a long time now the old adage about giving the
extra task to a busy man might well have been paraphrased: "Give it to Iris Owen!" Her remarkable capacity for voluntary social work is seldom likely to be
paralleled.
Now that she is to accompany her husband, Dr.
George Owen, of Trinity College, Cambridge, to
Toronto University, a great many committee places will
be falling vacant.
Children
The first of them will be the Cambridge area secretaryship of the National Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children. Perhaps this is the job that has
claimed the largest proportion of her time in the past 10
years.
"I have always loved children," said Mrs. Owen, at
ease in her husband's college rooms. "I think I have
always been particularly interested in their welfare."
As secretary, she has prepared annual and committee meetings at one end of the scale, while maintaining a continuous drive to gather funds (;lt the other.
Flag days, house-to-house collections, charity shows
and other activities have inevitably taken a great deal of
time and energy to organise.
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Simply, the job became vacant and somebody asked
if she would take it.
"I've never regretted it," she said happily. "I enjoy it,
you know. I can't hear not having things to do. I hate
not being busy."
1ust as important has been her task as chairman of
the Board of Governors of Kneesworth House School.
This is an approved school to which boys are committed for any length of time between six months and
three years. Four review committees are each
responsible for deciding when their 12 boys should be
released.
"It does mean that the members have to know each
hoy thoroughly," Mrs. Owen explained. "We want them
to feel that they know their review committee members.
"The boys are not there for punishment. What you
have really got to do is to teach them to cope with their
own problems when they go home to live in their own
environment."
Any list of Mrs. Owen's activities looks both
impressive and formidable, and is probably not complete.
Pet Dream
As a county councillor, she services on children's,
welfare, health, theatres and cinemas and adoption
committees.
Her other interests including being a governor of
five schools in the south of Cambridgeshire, manager of
the Benet Hostel for homeless girls, chairman of the
Cambridge Women's Citizen's Association, and a
member of the Central Aid Society and the Mental
Welfare Association.
If this were not enough, she also belongs to the East
Anglian Regional Hospital Board, including a nurse
training committee and. an appeals tribunal, the Local
Advisory Committee to the Ministry of Social Security,
the Cambridge Consumer Council, and many other
local associations and charity committees.
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One of her pet dreams is to see a central organization in Cambridge for the mutual benefit of all member
groups. Information, time and the individuals' energy
might then he better dispersed.
1-Iow and why has Iris Owen come to he so deeply
involved in the community around her? The story is one
of great mental fibre combined with tireless energy, and
it goes hack to her home in Meldreth and school days in
Cambridge.
London
"I was horn in Meldreth, and went to the County
Girls' School and the Tech., as they were in those days,"
she explained.
"After I left school I went to London, largely
because I wanted to go to evening classes in business,
economics, languages, typewriting and shorthand, and a
three-year course in drama and speech training.
"I worked for a branch of I.C.C., and became office
manageress. I lived in Chelsea in a lovely little flat for
12s 6d a week.
The London blitz interrupted her career. Already
adept at a telephone switchboard, electric typewriter
and dictaphone, she joined the Auxiliary Territorial
Service and became a wireless operator--"! was a dab
hand at Morse in those days," she jokes.
"Then when the war finished, I decided I would take
up nursing which was something I had always wanted to
do.
Nursing
"I came hack and went into Addenbrooke's. Against
all the rules of etiquette, I went in, knocked on the
door, and said, 'Please, I want to he a nurse. If I can't
become a nurse now, I shall probably change my mind.'
"Miss Otley, the matron, said: 'There's a waiting list,
hut if you feel like that, you can start next week.'
"I stayed and did my state registration, and then
went into Prof. Mitchell's clinic and worked for him for
six or seven years."
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She met her husband, George, at a Cambridge
p~1rty. He was a research student. They have a son,
Robin, 14, who will remain in Cambridge as a boarder
at The I oeys School.
Denied nursing because of her domestic role, Mrs.
Owen became ever more deeply involved in social
welfare work.
She still find time to relax. "I love reading, of
course; I read an enormous amount. I enjoy watching
television. I'm very interested in the theatre--we used to
go regularly."
Relaxation
Although not a strong swimmer, she used to enjoy a
lunchtime dip in one of the Cambridge pools. It was a
relaxation that could he fitted into her incredibly hectic
routine.
"I always wish I had half-a-dozen lives," Mrs. Owen
said, quite seriously. "There are so many things I'm
interested in. I would be six different people if I could.
"People often say to me, 'How do you find time?' I
suppose I must be a fairly organised person; I couldn't
live without my little diary.
"My problem is when things overlap, you see. It's
very much a question of organisation.
"There's an awful tendency in Cambridge to have
everything on Wednesdays!"

Massey Centre Loses a Valuable Volunteer
Volunteers play a vital role in the programs and services
provided at Massey Centre. In fact, Massey Centre
would not be able to continue its current program level
without the support and involvement of volunteers.
From a voluntary Board of Directors tq labour coaches,
tutors, baybsitters, fundraisers and group workers it is
obvious that volunteers play a vital role in the Centre's
operations.
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Twenty-three years ago, Massey Centre, at that
time Victor Home, was blessed with the arrival of Iris
Owen to the volunteer corps. A tireless promoter of
Massey Centre, Iris started at the Centre teaching
parenting skills and assisting staff in caring for the
young women living in the prenatal residence. More
recently, Iris has committed endless hours to raising
funds for the capital and operational requirements of
the Centre. Iris was always concerned about assisting
young women to become independent and was convi need that providing support and early intervention
programs improved the life outcomes of Canada's
future citizens. She was a committed volunteer and was
instrumental in developing the supportive housing
model that is the postnatal housing that Massey Centre
has today.
Unfortunately for Massey Centre, Iris decided in
the Spring to join her son in Alberta and Massey Centre
lost a great friend. Iris contributed in so many ways that
saying thank you does not nearly address her dedication
and enthusiasm for her work with young women and
their children. However, on behalf of the young women
and their children, thank you Iris for caring and for supporting Massey Centre throughout the years. You are
missed!

Massey Centre UCW Newsletter, Volume 8, Fall
1994. (Massey Centre for Women in Toronto, with
its twenty-seven suites and twenty-four-hour nursing
station, provides residents with whatever it takes to
cope with parenthood and achieve self-sufficiency.)

Incidental Information

From a letter from Calgary, Alta., dated 3 November
1998:
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Iris acted as Secretary to New Horizons, doing most
of the administration work. She also acted as Secretary to the SPR. As well, she engaged in an amount
of volunteer work, her main interest being the
Massey Centre for Women. The idea of expansion
was her own, and she pushed it so that the Centre
was converted from a simple shelter for young
unmarried mothers to the Centre it has become
today. She also served on the Ontario Mental
Health Foundation and the Board of Managers of
the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry. When she first
came to Canada, she assisted in the research
undertaken hy Cyril Greenland on child abuse in
Ontario, and also a project assessing the needs of
blind Canadians.

Further Incidental Information

From a letter from Calgary, Alta., dated 27 November
1998:

We were married on the 9th January 1952. Incidentally we came to Canada on our wedding anniversary, and we moved to Charles Street on our
wedding anniversary!
I enclose some material on New Horizons
which I hope you will find sufficient. We have not
mentioned anything about the private work we did
for Ben Webster and his colleagues, as these were
essentially private commissions. We did a certain
amount of evaluations of various projects that the
Venture companies were being asked to finance, in
such areas as treasure seeking, archaeological
expeditions, and a few way-out scientific proposals.
We regard to my resume--1 continued my
volunteer work in Canada, as well as acting as Secretary and Administrator to New Horizons and the
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SPR. I volunteered for Meals on Wheels soon after
I arrived, and in the fall of 1970, I volunteered for
the Board of Victor Home, as it then was. At that
time it was purely a shelter for young unmarried
mothers where they could stay during their pregnancy. They would then give up the baby for adoption, and return back to the community. But this
was a time of change. The young mothers were
wanting to keep their babies, and we needed to
change. As I had just come from England and had
had some experience in this field, I was asked to
draw up a position paper envisioning where I
thought we should be going. I prepared this, outli ning what was essentially the programme we carried
out in the following eighteen years. I stayed with
that Board until 1994, when we came to Calgary,
and was repsonsible for a lot of the change. I served
as Chair of the Board, Chair of Personnel, Chair of
the Building Committee, and in the later years as
Chair of the Fund Raising Committee. As a result
of these efforts largely, I was awarded a Volunteer
Service Award from the Lieutenant-Governor of
Ontario on April 17th, 1986. On November 4th,
1993, I was honoured at the lOOth Anniversary of
the National Council of Women by being named as
one of the women who had served their communities. Sxiteen were named together. Following
the election of David Peterson's government in
1987, I was asked to serve on governmentappointed Boards. I served on the Ontario Mental
Health Foundation for six years and on the Board
of the Clarke Institute for six years and chaired
various committees on these Boards.
When I first came to Canada, I met Professor
Cyril Greenland who was then starting work on a
report concerning Child Abuse in Ontario. Again
because of my understanding of this field, he asked
me to he one of his research team. I was a
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volunteer, as his grant only allowed for the paying
of expenses. I travelled the province, examining the
records of the various Children's Aid Societies. I
also spent time in the Coroner's Office looking at
their records. Later I was on one of Cyril's team
concerning a report for the federal government
looking at the projected needs of the blind population at the Canadian National Institute for the
Blind.
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A.R.G. OWEN

Resume
Personal Information
Born: 4 July 1919, Kingswood, Bristol, England, U.K.
Father: Master Mariner, Merchant Navy.
Mother: Schoolteacher.
Married: Iris May Pepper, 9 January 1952.
Children: One son, Robin E. Owen, born 21 May 1955,
Ph.D.; Associate Professor, University of Calgary;
Chair, Department of Chemistry, Biology, and
Environmental Studies, Mount Royal College,
Calgary.
Academic Record
1930: Educated at Bristol Grammar School; Entrance
Scholarship.
1936: Attended Trinity College, Cambridge; Entrance
Scholarship and State Scholarship.
1940: First-class honours, B.A., Mathematics and
Physics; Senior Scholarship.
1940-45: Experimental Officer in Radar Research and
Development at the Admiralty Signals Establishment
194R-49: Lecturer in Mathematics (Mechanics),
University of Bristol.
1949: Ph.D., Cambridge. Research Fellow, .Trinity
College.
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1950-70: University Lecturer in Genetics (equivalent
rank in North America, Associate Professor).
1963-70: Fellow and College Lecturer in Mathematics
and Science, Trinity College, Cambridge.
1975-76: Visiting (Full) Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto.
1976-R4: Associate Professor, Department of Preventive
Medicine and Biostatistics, University of Toronto.
1979-R4: Full Professor (Part-time), Department of
Zoology, University of Toronto.

Experience in Psychical Research (Parapsychology)
1965-70: Secretary of the Perrott-Warwick Committee
for Psychical Research, Trinity College, Cambridge.
1966-6R: President of the Cambridge University Society
for Psychical Research.
1967-70: Member of the Council of the Society for
Psychical Research.
1970-R4: President and Research Director of the
Toronto Society for Psychical Research.
1970-RO: Vice-president and Executive Director of the
New llorizons Research Foundation, Toronto.

Recognition in Psychical Research
(Parapsychology)
1962: Treatise Award of the Parapsychological Foundation, Inc., N.Y., U.S.A.
1964: The William McDougall Award of the Parapsychology Laboratory of Duke University, Durham,
N.C., U.S.A., for distinguished work in parapsychology.
1977: Award of the Swiss Assocation for Parapsychology
(to honour research, made on the advice of the
panel of an international jury).
19R9: Honorary Life Member, American Society for
Psychical Research.
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Publications in Academic Disciplines

About forty papers in Mathematics, Statistics, Genetics,
Population Theory, etc., published in Proceedings oftlze
Royal Society, Heredity, Biometrics, Biometrika, Sanlzkya,
Nature, etc.
Books: Genetical Polymorphisms with Linked Loci
( I971 ), Hysteria, Hypnosis and Healing: The Work ofl.M.
Charcot ( 1971).
Publications in Psychical Research
(Parapsychology)

About forty articles and the following books: Can We
Explain tlze Poltergeist? ( 1964 ), Science and the Spook
( 1971 ), Psychic Mysteries of Canada (1975).

The Ninth McDougall Award

For the first time in its nine-year history, the William
McDougall Award for distinguished work in parapsychology has been made for two publications. The Award
for 1964 goes equally to Dr. Gertrude R. Schmeidler for
her research report in the March number of the Journal
(~f Parap.\ychology, under the title "An Experiment on
Precognitive Clairvoyance: Part I. The Main Results,"
and to Dr. A.R.G. Owen for his book Can We Explain
the Poltergeist? (Helix Press, New York).
This award, which is given hy the staff of the Parapsychology Lahoratory of Duke University (who are not
themselves eligible to receive it), is accompanied hy a
research grant of one thousand dollars. The grant this
year will be divided equally between the two recipients.
Dr. Owen's hook is the first non-experimental work to
receive the Award.
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Begun in 1957 in honor of the late Prof. William
McDougall, F.R.S., the Award, in its distribution, has
crossed many frontiers, extending from South Africa to
Czechoslovakia. While this is the last year in which it
will be given by the Duke Laboratory, which closes on
August 31, the Foundation for Research on the Nature
of Man will carry on this now-established tradition.
The distinctive contribution of Dr. Owen's
research--its timely and objective analysis of the collected reports of apparent poltergeist cases--is a new
and an essential step in the scientific investigation of the
problem of RSPK (recurrent spontaneous
psychokinesis).
Dr. Owen is a university lecturer in genetics at
Cambridge University as well as College Lecturer in
Mathematics and Fellow of Trinity College. His active
participation in parapsychology began approximately
ten years ago. His first publications have had to do
mainly with the study of poltergeists, initiated by the
investigation of the Sauchie case of 1960, which forms a
"centerpiece" for the present book.
Dr. Owen's book is also a winner of the 1963 Parapsychology Foundation Award for original treatises on
parapsychology.
Dr. Owen is married and has one son.

Parapsychology Bulletin (Parapsychology
Laboratory, Duke University), Number 72, February 1965. The description of the contribution of Dr.
Schmeidler has not been reprinted.
Incidental Information

From a letter from Calgary, Alta., dated 3 November
199R:

New llorizons was founded by Ben Webster to do
research on a variety of topics, mainly those of
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interest to him and his colleagues in the
entrepreneurial business. Much of this work was, of
course, confidential. Some of it involved investigating claims of people who wanted money for discovering or exploring archaeological sites, huried treasure, gravesites and the like. So we hecame experts
on some of these claims, such as the Lost City of the
Incas, and caves full of golden statues alleged to he
in Ecuador, and various other legends.
We were only supposed to spend some of our
time on parapsychological research.
After our first five years or so of sahhatical,
George returned to the University, working as a
statistician in the Department of Preventive Medicine primarily, although he taught in the Maths and
Zoological Depts. at times. He was a memher of
the team attached to the NIMH (National Institute
for Mental Health) in the U.S.A. that did the
extensive study of the effects of cholesterol on
ischaemic heart disease, and co-authored a numher
of papers on this.
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6. BIBLIOGRAPHIES

...................................................................................................
In this section will he found details about all the hooks
and about a select number of the articles written and
edited by Iris and George. George's technical papers go
unrepresented. (One of his papers has an especially forbidding title: "The inheritance of sinking-pre-beta lipoprotein and its relation to the Lp(a) antigen." George
wrote it with seven other scientists; it appeared in Cliniml Genetics 19R2:21 :30 l-30R).

Iris M. Owen
Owen, Iris M., with Margaret Sparrow. Conjuring
Up Philip: An Adventure in Psychokinesis. Toronto:
Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1976.

A.R.G. Owen

Genetical Polymorplzisms with Linked Loci. London:
Chapman & Hall Ltd., 1971.
Hysteria, Hypnosis and Healing: The Work of J.M.
Charcot New York: Garrett Publications, 1971.
Can Science Explain the Poltergeist? New York:
Garrett Publications, 1964.
Science and the Spook. London: Dennis Dobson,
1971.
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P\ychic Mysteries of Canada: Discoveries from the
Maritime Provinces and Beyond. Toronto: Harper &
Row, 1975. Published in New York by Harper & Row as
Psvchic Mysteries of the North.
Editor. .Journal of the New Horizons Research Foundation. Nine issues of the Journal of the New Horizons
Research Foundation (incorporating Transactions of the
Toronto Society for Psychical Research) appeared in
Toronto from Summer 1972 to September 1978.

New Horizons Papers

George is the author of the New Horizons Papers, a
little-known series of monographs on those aspects of
parapsychology that over the years attracted his attention. Each paper is well-argued and written with characteristic style. It would be worthwhile to edit a selection
of these monographs and make them available in book
form.
The papers were prepared at intervals between
19~4 and 1993. They take the form of photocopies of
original manuscripts, 8.5" x 11 ", cerlox bound, with clear
plastic covers. They were instant-printed in small
numbers, as required. Circulation was quite limited.
A number of the New Horizons Papers are on
deposit at the Toronto Public Library's Merril Collection of Science Fiction, Speculation & Fantasy.

The New Horizons Research Foundation: A Brief
History, 1970-1984 (January 1985)
The UFO Phenomenon and Its Relationship to Parapsychological Research (September 1984)
Lunar Influences? (October 1984)
.Joseph Glanvil and the Demon Drummer (December
1984)
Strange and Anomalous Phenomena: Anomalistics
(January 1985)
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The Ghosts qf Galloway (April 1985)
Tlze Rise and Decline of Behaviourism (April 1985)
Creativity (April 1985)
Men Across the Sea: Possible Arnericna Contacts
hefore 400 A. D. (July 1985)
Animals, Plants and Men in the Americas hefore
Columbus (August 1985)
Unknown Forces? Prohlems of Geomancy, Animal
Navigation, and Dowsing (October 1985)
Sleep, Dreams, and Associated Paranonnal
Phenomena (November 1985)
Vision and Perception, Auras and Illusions (January
1986)
Holistic Health (February 1986)
Formative Causation: The Sheldrake Hypothesis
(February 1986)
More Men Across the Sea: Pre-Columbian American
Contacts--Real or Imaginary (February 1986)
Fraud, Folly, and Fallihility (May 1986)
"Scratching Fanny": The Ghost of Cock Lane
(October 1986)
Teleportation (October 1986)
Borley Rectory: "The Most Haunted House tn
England" (October 1986)
Poltergeists in Canada (October 1986)
Tlze Evidence for Survival (November 1986)
The Functions and Physiology of Memory (January
1987)
Miracles (March 1987)
Stigmata and Physiological and Other Phenomena of
Mysticism (March 1987)
Morphogentic Fields and Children (April 1987)
Dr. Robert Thouless and His Test for Human Survival
of Death (August 1987)
Suhjective Biases and Parapsychological Plzenomen
(September 1987)
Prohability, Puzzles and Paradoxes (October 1987)
Parap"\yclzology and Sociology (October 1987)
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Parap,\yclwlogy and Physics (October 1987)
Modern Urban Legends (November 1991)
Child Abuse and Satanism (November 1991)
The Mysterious Crop Cirlces (December 1991)
On the Cutting Edge of Research (Summer 1992)
Cryptozoology (Nove m her 1992)
The Evolution of Theories of Dreaming (November
1992)
The Mysterious Crop Circles--An Update (January
1993)
Spontaneous Human Combustion (c. 1993)
False Memory Syndrome and Dreams (c. 1993)
Papers l'repat·cd by Associates of New Horizons

Creativity in Painting (March 1987) Mrs. K.C.
Verschaeve
The Glastonbury Zodiac (January 1985) New Horizons,
S.M. Intner, J.A. Farrington, J.A. Andresen
Proceedings of the Ley Hunter's Moot (July 1986) A.J.
Andresen, Mark Boncheck
Notes on A.\pects o.fGeomancy (1986) Jensine Andresen
Magnetometer Surveys of Prehistoric Stone Circles in
Britain, 1986 (November 1986) Jensine Andresen,
Mark Boncheck
Studies on Presumed Ancient "Zodiacs" in Britain
(November 1986) Jensine Andresen, Mark Boncheck
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Iris and George Owen were probably taken by surprise
(I hope pleasantly) when they received the letter that I
wrote to them, dated 27 October 1998, in which I proposed that I would prepare a monograph of reminiscences to appear in their honour. They must have discussed it among themselves and then agreed that they
would meet my request for basic bio-bibliographical
information as well as the names and addresses of likely
contributors. The contents of this monograph will be
new to them. When they read these encomiums, I hope
the praises will go to their heads!
I have enjoyed working on Conjuring Up the Owens.
Permit me to acknowledge the encouragement that I
received from Cyril Greenland, a friend of the Owens as
well as a friend of the Colombo family. Dianne and Ted
Mann were also enthusiastic about the undertaking. I
remain in the debt of Alice M. Neal, my researcher of
long-standing, who has assisted me with the present
monograph as well as with innumerable books prepared
in the past. I also received encouragement from Marcello Truzzi of Grass Lake, Michigan; Vincent O'Neil of
Ogden, Utah; and Colin Wilson of Cornwall, England.
I am grateful to the colleagues and friends of the
Owens who contributed their reminiscences. Ultimately
I am indebted to Iris and George for permission to
proceed with this publication, at once a private and a
public acknowledgement of their rare personal qualities
and their remarkable achievements.
If this were a more manageable world, a smaller
one, an ideal one, we would convene around a banquet
table in a private club (perhaps the Ghost Club in
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London!) where as one person we would rise to attention and raise our champagne glasses to toast Iris and
George for their friendship and fellowship!

....................................................................................................

...................................................................................................
Conjuring Up the Owens is a tribute to Iris M. Owen
and A.R.G. Owen. It expresses the gratitude felt by
friends and associates of this remarkable couple and it
es tab I ishes a public record of their contributions.
Among their many achievements is the foundation of
the New Horizons Foundation and the Toronto Society
for Psychical Research. Their most celebrated activity is
the landmark "Philip" experiment in PK (psychokinesis).
Their personal qualities have enriched the lives of men
and women in Canada and abroad who are interested or
involved in psychical research and parapsychology. Two
dozen of their friends and colleagues have contributed ·
reminiscences to this volume. The monograph includes,
as well, biographical and bibliographical notes .

...................................................................................................
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John Robert Colombo, the compiler of Conjuring up
the Owens, is nationally known as the Master Gatherer
for his compilations of Canadiana, and also as Canada's
Mr. Mystery for the dozen books that he has written or
compiled about the country's "mysteries," notably
Mysterious Canada and Mysteries of Ontario.
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